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News In Brief
Land Between the Lakes begins
new visitor survey this season
TVA will be "counting noses" at Land Between The Lakes
(LBL)
this year to provide a more accurate way of figuring how
many people visit the large recreation and education facility.
Volunteers, mostly TVA retirees will conduct the survey, working
a total of 64 days spread over the next nine months.
"We're most interested in counting people here for recreation,"
says
LBL's supervisor of marketing and promotion Dick Paterson.
"After
we finish this survey, we'll know the numbers with a realiabilty
of plus
or minus 2 percent."
The survey will also provide information on visitors' point of
origin
and purpose of trip.
LBL currently estimates visitation by using automatic
traffic
counters to determine the number of vehicle,s leaving LBL by
any of
six major exits. From Memorial Day to Labor Day, the number
of
vehicles is multiplied by 4 people per car to estimate visitation.
During the rest of the year, the number of vehicles is multipli
ed by 3.
Figures from traffic counts at Devil's Elbow and Fenton are
also
included.
Traffic counters are also used at various spots in LBL, but
these
are not used in the overall visitor estimate.
LBL Patrol Chief Leon Williams says, We believe we have
a very
accurate count on the number of vehicles.. . arid we estimat
e visitors
from that. We want to estimate as accurately as possible
.
The new survey will help provide a more accurate count, and
it also
will help TVA determine how many of the vehicles counted
are those
of employees or people driving through.
Last yer, LBL estimatd its visitation at 2.1 million.

Elsewhere...
By lb. Aseoebtted Prem.

WASHINGTON — Dismissing lawsuits that struck "at the core" of
the independent counsel's authority, a judge says Lawrence E. Walsh
can forge ahead with his investigation of the Iran-Contra affair and
the man who tried to stop it: Oliver L. North.
WASHINGTON — The Reagan administration is offering the
Soviets a new inspection plan as part of the effort to eliminate
medium -range nuclear missiles from Europe, while also appealing to
U.S. critics for more time to negotiate arms reductions.
WASHLVGTON — Astronomers say a long-overlooked galaxy drifting in the void between the Milky Way and the Andromeda constell
ation is one of the largest objects in the universe.
WASHLYGTON — Two drugs which separately may be beneficial
in treating AIDS show noticeably less effectiveness and may even
harm patients when used together, scientists say.
WASHINGTON — Telephone subscribers would pay up to $1.50
more each month, but long-distance rates would drop and poor
households could get financial help to install phone service under a
plan headed for approval by federal regulators.
DETROIT — Authorities investigated the possibility of arson in
what they called the worst tragedy in the city fire department's
history, a huge blaze that gutted a three-story warehouse, killed three
firefighters, and injured six others.

Julie Tucker MSU's
Festival pageant rep
Julie Tucker of Calhoun will judging procedure. Anonym
ous
relinquish a jeweled crown in April judges observe the contest
ants
and go on and compete for a wreath
throughout the festival as they atof mountain laurel as Murray State
tend formals, luncheons and recepUniversity's candidate for Mountions. The queen is chosen based on
tain Laurel Queen in the annual
observations made during the fourMountain Laurel Festival May
day festival instead of being judg21-24 at Pine Mountain State Park
ed solely on a single event.
in Pineville.
"I think the judging helps to
Miss Tucker, who has worn the
break the stereotype that pageant
crown of Miss Murray State
contestants are all looks and no
University since last April, said she
brains," Miss Tucker commented.
is looking forward to representing
"I look at Stacy Rice and Beth
the university in a different
Solomon (Murray State's 1985 and
capacity.
1986 representatives to the festival)
"I think it wilmake the transiand I see two people who are not ontion from not being Miss MSU any
ly attractive but have made signifimore easier," she said about her
cant contributions to the universiparticipation in the Mountain
ty. They are the kind of young
Laurel pageant. The youngest
women the pageant judges are
daughter of Edwin and Eppie
looking for."
Tucker, Murray State's 1987 MounAnother tradition of the 57-yeartain Laurel contestant was selected
old festival is that each contestant
by the Student, Government
must have an escort. Miss Tucker
Association.
asked Randy Miller, a senior comA senior English major at Murputer science major from Marion,
ray State, Miss Tucker said she is
IL, to accompany her but admitted
impressed with many of the tradi-, that she didn't tell him about
the
tions associated with the festival,
including the pageant's unique (Cont'd on page 2)

Julie Tucker, pageant representative

City honors Howton, replacement named
By DONNA NEWCOMB
Staff Writer
The Murray City Council last
night approved the appointment of
Will Riley Furches to the vacancy
on the council that was left by the
sudden death of council member
E.B.4lowton. Furches is a former
council member.
The council honored Howton in a
resolution last night that was approved unanimously in the regular
session. The resolution called
Howton an outstanding citizen of
the community who worked for

economic, cultural and aesthetic
development. Mayor Homles Ellis
said the resolution will be signed
and presented to the family of
E.B. Howton.
In other business Keith Hays,
chairman of the Public Safety
Committee announced that the
committee had decided against instaffing a four-way stop at the intersection of Eighth and Poplar
streets.
Murray Middle School eighthgrade environmental science
teacher Donna Keller was present

at the meeting to express her
disappointment of the committee's decision. Keller's students
had participated in a survey which
included questionnaires and a
petition concerning the intersection which had previously been
presented to members of the
Public Safety Committe and city
council.
Keller also expressed disappointment for Murray Schools
superintendent Robert Glin Jeffrey and school board member
John Weatherly.

Hays said traffic at theintersection will continue to be studied and
the effects of the new hospital entrances will be considered after
the construction is finished.
Hays also recommended that
the three-way stop at the intersection of Irvin and Vine streets be
eliminated with only a stop remaining on Irvin; and the elimination of a four-way stop at 10th and
Payne streets with the stop signs
remaining on Payne Street only.
(Cont'd on page 2)

State and local tax burden

City school system to examine program
BY SCOTT WILSON
Staff writer
Citing the correlation between a
healthy body and a healthy mind,
the Murray Independent School
Board approved in regular session
Thursday night a recommendation that the physical education
courses in the Murray school
system be examined. A new committee will be established in the
near future to study the problem.

Billy Burton brought up the
recothmendation to the Board,
citing a recent survey showing
that a high percentage of students
could not pass some exercise
tests. She also presented a petition
signed by 83 parents seeking the
same improvemegts.
Burton asked thE Board to "improve the physical fitness programs" at the Murray schools.
She said that the low percentage of

students that passed the physical
examinations showed that there
was not enough physical exercise
being done in the school system.
The students participating in the
survey took part in six tests. They
were asked to run the 50-yard
dash, the 600-yard run, the shuttle
run, do pull-ups, the standing
broad jump and 60 seconds of situps.
The results were broken down

Circle of friends

MISS
YOUR PAPER?

Subscribers who hove not
received their home delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger IL
Elates by 5 30 p m Monday
Friday or by 3 30 p m 'Saturday
are urged to cull 753.1016 bet
ween 5:30 p.m. end 6 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, or
3:30 p.m. end 4 p.m. Seturday.
Office Hours — S e.m.-5 p.m.
Monday thru Fridey. II a.m. 11
p.m. Saturday.

Forecast
Tonight: Fair. Low in the mid
30s. Light wind.
Saturday: Mostly sunny.
High 60 to 65. Southwest wind 10
to 15 mph.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for mostly cloudy conditions
with a chance of showers Sunday through Tuesday. Highs
will bein the 130s with lows from
to 45.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
354 4
Barkley Lake
354 3

Members representing the 3$ Girl Scout troops in Murray and Callowa
cle Thursday afternoon as part of a maim-wide celebration of the y County joined hands is a Promise Cirscouting organisation's 75th anniversary.
The girls recited the Girls Scout promise and sang camp Nags directe
d by Lynn Griffiths at their cabin in the
old city-county park.
Mal pholio b) David
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(Cont'd on page 2)

Reinforcement
may be sought
to help with
tobacco ails

—Today's Index
One Section — 14 Pages
Classifieds
12, 13
Comics
12
Crosswords
12
Dear Abby
Horoscope
4
Murray Today
5, 6
Obituaries
8
Perspective
3
Sports
10, 11

by grades.
Fifth grade: 37 students were
tested; one passed all six tests,
two passed four of them and five
students passed three tests.
Sixth grade: 45 students were
tested; nine passed all six tests,
six passed four and one passed
three tests.
Seventh grade: 62 students were

Tact

U.S Sen. Wendell Ford, D-Ky.,
announced today that he would be
"calling in the troops" to help
resolve the dilemma facing dark
tobacco.
The troops will include: all the
buying interests and congressional representatives for a
meeting to be held within the next
several weeks.
The announcement was made
following a day-long meeting with
the staff c4 Sen. Ford and the
general managers of the three
cooperatives owned and managed
by the farmers representing the
dark-type tobaccos.
These associations included: the
Western Dark-Fired ASOCiabob
( Murray), the Stemming District
( Henderson ), and the Eastern
Dark -Fired Association in
Tennessee.
(Cas('d ea pale 2)
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'The Look '87'
.4

Brown gets heat from election opponents

•

Planning for "The Look '87," are (left to right) Glenda Roos,
dessert/coffee committee; Bobbie Weatherly, general co-chairman;
Mary Shipley, ticket chairman.

Tickets still available for
woman's club style show
Tickets are still on sale for The
Look '87," this year's style show
sponsored by the Music Department of the Murray Woman's
Club. The event is scheduled for
March 17 at 1 p.m. and 7 p.m. at
the clubhouse, according to
publicity chairperson Kathryn
Carman.
The tickets are $5, $3. of which
will. go toward music education
and appreciation for young people,
Carman said. Tickets are
available through any member of
the department or from Annie
Nance at the downtown branch of
Peoples Bank. Carman asks that
any member who has not sold her
tickets to see Annie Nance.
Entertainment for the event will

Howton...
(Cont'd from page 1)
The council approved the two
repeals.
Hays also said his committee is
still looking at the truck traffic
problem in the neighborhood of

be provided by the Golden Girls
and a total of 12 door prizes will be
given away. Dessert will also be
served.
Margaret Hunt will be narrator
for the event which will include
fashions from Behr's, Bright's,
Buckingham -Ray, Ltd, The
Cherry Branch, Corn-Austin,
Dennison-Hunt, Dor-Mae, English
Sole, For Baby and Me, JCPenney, Mademoiselle, and The
Place. Shoes will be provided by
Shoe Shack and the Shoe Tree.
A new feature this year will be a
raffle for an original painting or
drawing, to be done by artist
Marge Hatton under the specifications of the winner. The raffle
tickets are $1.
Third and Cherry streets and expects to have a recommendation
next week.
In closing the meeting, Mayor
Ellis appointed a committee that
will select a site for a new
mausoleum in the Murray
Cemetery.

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) Democratic gubernatorial candidates are stepping up their
criticism of former Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr.'s record in office and
accusing their rival of avoiding
forums on campaign issues.
Fortner Gov. Julian Carroll said
Brown was responsible for the
liability insurance crisis because
his administration removed the
safeguards for controlling rates.
Costs have skyrocketed because
the Brown administration pushed
through legislation abolishing a
board that set rates and repealed a
law requiring companies to justify
them. Carroll said.
He led the attack against Brown
during a candidates' forum
Wednesday sponsored by the Kentucky Medical Association.
"Brown made Kentucky a socalled open competition state by
doing away with Kentucky's
power to disapprove insurance
rates. Now, the insurance companies make their own rates and
you can imagine who their decisions favor," Carroll said..
Dr. Grady Stumbo, the
secretary of the Human Resources
Cabinet under Brown, pointed out
that neither Brown nor Wallace
Wilkinson, another Democratic
contender, was present.
"No candidate should be allowed a victory by opting out of
forums where reasonable issues
are being discussed," Stumbo
said.
Lt. Gov. Steve Beshear, another

.Fire units respond
to store, car fire
At approximately 10:33 p.m.
Thursday night, the Murray Fire
Department was called to a gas
spill at Huck's convenient store',
according to Fire Marshall Phil
Owens. The hazard, was washed
down according to the report.
The department was also called
to the north branch of Peoples
Bank at approximately 11:30 a.m.
Thursday to a vehicle fire, according to Owens. The vehicle belonged to Belva Lowery, the report
indicated.

Democrat, also attended the
forum, as did John Harper, a
Republican hopeful.
The seven-member insurance
board, established by Carroll in
1977, was eliminated in 1982 after
critics charged it had done little
while costing nearly $1,000 in expenses and per diem pay each
time it met.
Pat Mulloy, campaign manager
for Brown, said the former governor reduced regulation of insurance firms "to create competition among companies and to
lower the rates, and that's exactly
what occurred."

Tobacco...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Ford said the meeting was called to formulate plans to resolve
those problems faced by
cooperatives who were suffering
from the 40 percent and 35 percent
cuts in dark-fired and dark aircured tobaccos.
Ford said the idea he presented
to alleviate the problem included a
five-year plan for using the No Net
Selections, heavily discounting for
all pre no-net cost inventories, and
including the buying interests in
the plan.
Sen. Ford declined to be more
specific, noting dark tobacco inventories have accumulated very
quickly in past three years. "The
problem did not occur over night
and we have but to simply put
forth our best effort. Obviously,
the USDA does not fully understand how the dark tobacco program works. Yet,I am confident a
realistic plan will be viewed with
some interest by the USDA.
"I want to work out a plan to
work overtime, not try and resolve
the problem in one year with a
meat axe."
Will Ed Clark, general manager
of the Western Dark-Fired
Association, was unavailable for
comment.

Buffet scheduled
for McDonald on
Saturday morning
Alice McDonald, candidate for
Lt. Governor of Kentucky, will be
in Murray Saturday, March 14,
from 8-10 a.m. for a buffet
breakfast at the Boston Tea Party
in the Holiday Inn.
Cost of the buffet is $10.

Mulloy said liability-insurance
rates rose only after Brown left office in 1983 and that Brown would
offer proposals later in the campaign for dealing with the issue.
Harper said he liked the system
used in New York, where the state
only sets minimums and
maximums.
He and Carroll said fees for
plaintiffs' attorneys should be based on the net amount of the insurance award, which is often
much less than the gross because
of fees for expert witnesses.
Carroll said re-establishing the
board is a main plank of his plan.
It also calls for a constitutional

Program...
(Cont'd from page 1)
tested; four passed all six tests,
one passed five, four passed four
and nine passed three tests.
Eighth grade: 75 students were
tested; 13 passed all six tests, four
passed five, 11 passed four and 10
passed three tests.
"I think we have an aboveaverage (physical education) program," said Robert Jeffrey,
superintendent of Murray Independent Schools. "I think we
are talking about an examination
to improve what we already
have."
School principals present at the
meeting voiced some concern over
the fact of implementing the program. When, where and how were
their major problems. They said
that they already had a full
schedule each day and didn't know
where extra time could be added.
The Board recommended that
after-school and Saturday mornbig programs could possibly be
established.
In other action, the Board voted
to postpone for one year the phasing out Rrocedure tit funds for the
Advanced Placemdnt Program at
Murray High School. In the past,
the Board has paid, at a cost of $54
each, for student AP exams. The
tests allow the students to get college credit.
The Board has decided to continue paying the full amount for
the tests for the 1988-87 school
year. However, it will only pay
half of the cost in the 1987-88 year,
one-quarter of the cost in the
1988-89 year and the student will
pay the full cost in the 1989-90
year.
A proposal for the Board to ap-

amendment that would allow caps
on non-economic losses.
Stumbo also favors the idea of a
board to fix rates. In addition, he
would set up pretrial screening
plans. to weed out frivolous
malpractice suits.
Beshear said it was unlikely the
General Assembly would approve
a constitutional amendment placing caps on judgments because 40
percent of its members are
attorneys.
He did not outline any specific
proposals except to say there were
areas within legal reforms and insurance regulations that could be
examined.
prove the funding for one all-day
Kindergarten, if the funding is not
approved by the state, was tabled
until the March.23 meeting. The
expected cod of the program is
$17,000 each year.
The Board also approved
recommendations to do contract
work with Eddie Jones and Jerry
Atkins on Holland Field. The work
will include maintenance, sod
storage and care, and fencing
done on the baseball field. The
estimated cost of all the work will
be approximately $30,000.
Judy Tucker was approved as a
replacement for Linda Emerson
in personnel matters. Emerson
was a physical education teacher
at Murray Middle School.

Tucker...
(Cont'd from page 1)
tradition relating to the queen's
escort - he gets thrown into the
park's natural pool by his fellow
escorts.
It has been 15 years since Murray State's nominee was named
Mountain Laurel Queen. Nancy
Coplen Elliott of Mayfield won the
laurel crown in 1972.
Between 20 and 24 young women
from colleges and universities
across Kentucky participate in the
Mountain Laurel Festival, which
coincides each year with the blooming of the mountain laurel in the
southern Cumberland Mountains.
"Hometown Treasures" is the
theme of the 1087 festival.
Another highlight of the event is
the naming of a Mountain Laurel
Princess selected from high school
contestants. Both coronations will
take place in Laurel Cove, a
natural amphitheatre in the park
with a 150-foot sandstone cliff as a
backdrop.
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Weekend Sale

Sale
Your choice of our
junior camp shirts.
Reg.$12.YOtill IOW t7141001ection of ociortui
cotton camp shirttc,juiftightfor casual wear
Choose from a wide assortment of styles
and ootors In iuntors'6,7es
Reg. Sate
Cottorrpieated pent.4 .
18.99 14.99
SALEPRICES
THIS WEEKEND.
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Enjoy those special moments
without doubts about the future.
Life is to enjoy . . . without doubts about the future. . . witho
ut concern
about tomorrow. The many special moments in life shoul
d be
appreciated with the peace of mind that comes from knowi
ng the things
you value are safe and protected. It's a feeling that lets
you make the
most of life. It's a freedom from doubt.. . that allows you to
express
yourself in your own personal way. That's why we say, when it
comes to
insurance or real estate, it's MTG . . . without a doubt.
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MTG of Murray
The Olympic Plaza. US 641 North, Murray. KY 42071 (502)
753-4000
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Store Hours:
Mon.-Sal. 9 to 9
Sun 12:30 to 5:30

JCPen ey

Chetstnut Hills Shopping Center
Peturray, Ky. 42071
Office Phone 759-1400
Catalog Phone 7594050
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PERSPECTIVE

With the stiffest penalties
ever imposed on a college
sports program, the National
Collegiate Athletic Association has barred Southern
Methodist University from
football in the fall season,
limited the number of games
it can play in 1988 and placed
it on probation for four years.
Harsh as this sounds, it's
not as punitive as the NCAA
could have been under its socalled death penalty provision. It was dealing with a
school that has been caught
breaking major rules on six
occasions, the most of any
NCAA member. The latest infraction was to pay roughly
$61,000 to as many as 13 players in 1985 and 1986. Still, the
penalty has the drawback of
casting a shadow of guilt over
some fine SMU players who
neither sought nor received
any of the under-the-table
payments.
That issue, however, is
overshadowed by the fact
that this punishment was
probably the only way to

VP of souvenirs deals a bad hand

make clear to college
coaches and athletic directors
that the NCAA is serious
about cleaning up college
sports. Its firm stand against
the mess at SMU is a bid to
get across its message that
the integrity of these sports
programs must be protected
and that other schools found
guilty of violating the rules
can expect punishment on a
par with SMU's.
Will the NCAA's action put
an end to all shady and illegal
activities? We think not.
There always will be a few
coaches and alumni who want
a winning team at all costs
and will break the rules to get
one. But the NCAA has a potent weapon now, one that
should bring a lot of coaches
and alumni to their senses:
Either their teams must play
by the rules or not play at all.
The NCAA's threat of forcing
fans to endure a fall without
the ritual of football will keep
a lot of athletic programs
honest.

Depending on who you are.
$200,000 can be,a fortune or a trifle.
If you're one of the millions of
Americans who are getting by on,
say, $30,000 a year while raising a
couple kids, the closest you'll ever
get to $200,000 is when the insurance company pays off your
weeping widow.
But if you're part of the federal
bureaucracy, gleefully tossing
around other people's money, a
mere $200,000 is nothing more than
a handful of confetti.
Of course that doesn't include the
federal tax collectors. If you owe
the IRS even $200, it turns into big

bucks, and their computers will
become more remorseless than any
Old West bounty hunter.
But once they have your dough,
it becomes insignificant—a
miniscule portion of the hundreds
of billions that flow through
Washington. The numbers become
so overwhelming that we stop
thinking of it as real folding money.
You can't picture billions wadded
up in a purse or tucked into a
wallet.
So that's why Sen. William Proxmire (D. — Wis.)serves a useful
purpose. Unlike many congressmen, he still thinks of $200,000
— or even $200 — as genuine cash

money, crinkly green stuff that can
be counted on a kitchen table or
stuffed in a cookie jar.
For years, he's been regularly
giving out what he calls his Golden
Fleece Awards to governnmental
agencies that find dopey ways to
spend our money.
To the bureaucrats and some of
his fellow congressmen, Proxmire
is a nit-picker and a publicity
hound. And there have been times
when he's been wrong or unfair.
After all, there may be a valid
scientific reason for the government to spend thousands to study
the mating habits of the brown
squirel.

But most of the time he gives us
good reason to utter a few
obscenities when we write out the
check and rush to the post office on
April 15.
And he appears to have done it
again
Proxmire says he's discovered
that for years, Vice-President
George Bush and his predecessors
in that office have been handing out
decks of cards as souveniers to big
shots who are guests on Air Force
Two, the veep's personal magic
carpet.
These aren't the ordinary cards
you'd buy at K-mart for a game of
nickel-dime poker. They are
manufactured
to
precise
specifications.
The back of the cards are in
bronze, with the veep's special seal
in black and gold. The deck is packed in a light-blue velour case that
bears the vice-president's seal in
gold.
And the jokers in the deck have
0 QC
on their face a drawing of the
Capitol building. Quite appropriate.
Proxmire says that during
Bush's six years as a yes-man for
President Reagan, almost $60,000
has been spent on these cards. And
he says since the practice began in
the 1960s. it could come to about
$200,000.
That's a lot of scratch just to permit some lobbyist or state party
chairman to deal a hand of bridge
and tell his dinner guests: "Oh,the
cards? Just a little gift from my
friend Georgie. Beautiful person.
Wonderful human being."
If you think about it, we, the taxpayers, own Air Force Two, since
we paid for it. And considering a
vice-president has almost nothing
to do, we're already being extravgant by providing him with a
private plane. You'd think if
somebody has nothing to do, he
might as well stay home and do it.
But if Bush insists on handing out
souveniers, why can't it be
something less ostentatious and
expensive?
I'm sure personalized matchbooks, bar napkins, or swizzle
sticks would come a lot cheaper
than velour-encased playing cards.
You could print the veep's seal on
grind.
a matchbook or bar napkin. Not on
The important thing to undersa swizzle stick, I guess, but I've
tand is that sports and athletics
seen some sold in novelty stores
have their places in schools as well
that have a big, round tip at the
as other phases. The trick is not to
end, and that could probably be
let it become more important in
made to show his likeness.
school than education to the
Better yet, why not set up a little
children and young adults.
concession stand on Air Force Two
This should be a signal to the
and sell souveniers at a profit to the
media that other services of the
taxpayers? I could see a whole line
University deserve to be reported
of George Bush T-shirts, ash trays,
to the taxpayers.
bumper stickers, tennis visors and
In my way of thinking, the
wind up dolls.
University needs to improve its
This would help defray the cost
public information staff and get of having a vice-president.
more news about academics, proAnd, more important, it would
grams and even costs and opera- finally give him something useful
tions of the plant.
to do.

THE GIANTS-DENVER
BRONCOS-CHICAGO
13EARS...LA RAMS
SOUTHERN METHODIST
UNIVERSITY..

and Mrs. Katie Overcast.
Thirty years ago
Thirty-seven candidates are
seeking election or re-election to
various city and county public offices with the deadline for filing
exactly one month away.
"Ray Buckingham is proud of
the new addition to his shop on
Sycamore Street at Ninth Street,"
from column, "Seen & Heard
Around Murray" by James C.
Williams.

/
ile—Metr"ir
'Tiff7 ce•Fax

A picture of the student body of
Paschall School in about 1915 is
published. The picture belongs to
Mrs. Buren Baker.
Births at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Hart, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
William Stewart and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Williams.
FRANKFORT — Dr. David
Officers of Temple Hill Chapter Roselle needs all the courage and
No. 511 Order of the Eastern Star determination a man can muster
Include Modene Grogan, Charlie when he assumes the presidency
of
Lassiter, Eura Crisp and John the University of Kentucky July 1.
Harvey Perkins.
Its a tough job to ride two horses
simultaneously, and it is what he
must do if he retains the devotion
of the sports oriented fans and
19E17 McNaught Synd Inc
alumni while at the same time trying to meet the ambitions of the
taxpayers to bring U.K.'s rating as
a research and institute of learning
to acceptable standards.

Agree Or Not

By S.C. Van Curon

New UK president will need courage for job

Gelik AlF1Frirr

ME

Firs)",

4-45

IVRITE A LE1TER — Letters to Interest.
the editor are welcomed and enLetters must not be more than
couraged. All letters must be sign- 500 words. Longer letters cannnot
ed by the writer and the writer's be published.
address and phone number must
Editors reserve the right to conbe included for verification. The dense or reject any letter and limit
phone number will not be frequent writers.
published.
Address correspondence to:
Letters hould be typewritten and Editor, The Murray Ledger &
double-spaced if possible and Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
should be on topics of general 42071.

Mirrray Ledger & Times
WALTER L. APPERSON, Publisher
TED DELANEY, Circulation & Production Manager
DAVE REEVES, Advertising Manager
BARB PAYTES, Classified Manager
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Dr. Roselle will have no trouble
finding support for athletic programs at the University. Basketball leadership has been the pride
and joy of alumni and fans for at
least a half century* while the
academic side suffered through the
depression, World War II and inflation since then.
Sports fans are very supportive
of their teams and have been willing to pay the price and more to
maintain that standing. The problem has not been money alone for
a tour of the sprawling campus indicates that sufficient money, if
Kentucky's
measured
by
resources, has been spent lavishly
for classroom, allelic and other
plant facilities.
The weak spot in the entire structue is in academics. This isn't new
to Kentucky. The need for education improvement has been in the
forefront since World War II.
However, special committee
reports, after thorough study, have
gone a long way toward convincing
the people that the University
system had to be changed and that
more money must be spent to bring
U.K. up to meet flagship standards
while other state supported universities direct their attention to
special assigned fields and
eliminate over duplication.
Hopefully, the work of the
Prichard Committee and the continuing efforts of the Council of
Higher Education, has charted and
smoothed an acceptable course.
Dr. Oswald came here from
California in the 1960s and made
some improvements under tough
circumstances. One Of the big
chores he had was cleaning out the
deadwood and replacing retirees
who had become satisfied with
their lot. Part, if not most of this
problem was the hangover from

the war when everything came
secondary to winning the war. Dr.
Otis Singletary has made improvements, many in fact, but
athletics gets most attention from
the citizenry.
I think the legislature recognizes
the plight of the university system
In this state as well as the secondary system.
Early reports from the university faculty and board members are
very favorable for Dr. Roselle. It
will take a while for the new president to appear at ease and be comfortable in his new position, and it
behooves all Kentuckians to
understand that he is trying to build
with us a better heritage and future
for our children.
My profession, maybe more than
some other circumstances, is more
responsible for the attention put on
athletics at the amateur level
because traditionally newspapers
have devoted special sections to
sports to add a little spice of life to
the sedentary male population.
Spectator sports affords a big
variety to the hum-drum daily

Thoughts In Season
By Ken Well
Complain as we might about the
Inadequacy of the news media, they
still perform a valuable service.
These words of Thomas Jefferson, taken from the Virginia and
Kentucky Resolutions bear
repeating:

To the press alone. chequered as it is with abuses.
the world is indebted for all
the thumps which have been
gained by reason and
humanity over error and
oppression.
•

Wrinkle Cream Great Success

CROWDS ARE COMING INTO DEPARTMENT STORES across the country tor the exciting wrinkle
cream EB5 developed by
Pharmacist Robert Heidtond Ne is pictured above in a JCPenney cosmetic department showing
his cream
Its an exciting storx of a pharmacist who developed
a w Tinkle cream for which women all over the country

are clamoringjilt
Robert Ifeldiond is making cosmetic history v. ith
his EB5 Cream His dream since Pharmacy School has
resulted in a wrinkle cream which is enjoying record
sales in department stores and is praised very highly
among cosmetician% and customers
'Research lab tests show that bY dads use of ER5
Cream. morning and night. facial lines around the
eyes. on the forehead, and around the mouth are
smoothed Thousands across the country are so pleased
to find that EB5 is 5 creams in one jar EB5 is a

wrinkle cream, a day and night cream, a moisturiter.
an es e cream, and a make-up base all in one
Pharmacist tieldlond's 1415 Cream is greaseless and
leaves the skin soft. velYety and younger looking It
contains Liprogen and other Medi% e ingredients
If you are concerned about Your skin appearing to he
aging too quickly. hurry and. find some ER5 Cream
One 4 0t ,it lasts tor months and is sold is ith a
money -back guaraiitee
Note EB5 Cream is available in Murray" Ky a JCPenney
Store Chestnut Hills Showing Center. '59'4(

JCPenney
-

•t
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By Mike Royko

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Another of Murray State University's earliest buildings is
awaiting the wrecker's ball to
pound it into history. This is the
49-year-old coal burning heating
plant. Started in 1927 and put into
service in 1928, it cost about
$66,000. The first building, the old
Training School building, also
opened in 1928 and was razed in
Decembe 1973.
The city of Murray will provide
$2,000 either in cash or in-kind
work toward relocation of the old
LAN Railroad depot building to
Murray-Calloway County Park.
Murray High School beat Lone
Oak in semi-finals of First
Regional High School Basketball
Tournament and will meet
Tilghman for in the finals. High
team scorers were Brett Harcourt
for Murray and Tidwell for Lone
Oak.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Rogers, Feb. 1.
Twenty years ago
Spec 4 Amos McCarty Jr. is serving with First Battalion, 34th Infantry, Augsburg, Germany.
Army Pvt. Preston W. Barber
has completed eight weeks of advanced infantry training at Fort
Ord, Calif.
During the next three months
more than 500 students and
teachers will visit the new "Outdoor School" for national sciences
study in Land Between the Lakes.
Kitty Ray spoke and showed
slides of her Baptist Student Union
summer work in Jamaica at a
meeting of Woodmen Circle Grove
126 held at Murray Woman's Club
House. She was introduced by
Heloise Roberts.
Elected as officers of Women's
Society of Christian Service of
First Methodist Church were Mrs.
Goldia Curd, Mrs. William B. Britton, Mrs. John Whitnell, Mrs. Matt
Sparkman, Mrs. Maurice Ryan
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Royko Says

NCAA means
business

19$7
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Jo Burkeen, editor

Mission study planned at Hazel

DIETETICS WORKSHOP — Students majoring in food service administration and dietetics at Murray State
niversHy recently attended the Kentucky Dietetic Association Workshop at Lexington. Several concurrent
sessions focusing on a variety of topics to provide continuing education for registered dietitians were held.
These included eating disorders, patient care, medications, nutrients, counseling, computer systems and
leadership. Attending were, from left, front row, Kathy Timmins, R.D., instructor in home economics at
MSE , Karen Geisler, R.D., manager of Curris Center Food Service, MR.% Susan Speakes, Murray, middle
row, Marla Cornelius, Cadiz, Janet Gore, Evansville, Ind., Sandra Lucas, Murray, back row, Rebecca Noffsinger and Jeanne Jones, Murray.

Your Individual Horoscope

Frances Drake

POR SATURDAY, M.NRCII 14. 1987
ARIES
o Mar 21 to Apr 19)
fre
The CI miplet ton of a project renews
your drive for career success. Its the
ability to act on your dreams that
coolants now EXerCISe wit halve.
TAURUS
• (Apr 21) icy May 20)
To. much talk about your career
plans Ifli
OM of place at a social
on I wtherwise. Mill MeV! With
And e‘ening happenings.

GEMINI
Mal. 211,.
2„,
'iit' had a olo oiliest it plan in your
head a long tune and now y ill won't
wait another in
to put it into
:Hilo oh Expect to find yourso.11 very
lousy
CANCER
(June 211*. July 22)
It's a leisure packedday for you
with visits with friends and outings
wit h lox ed lone. Cheerfulness [flakes
y ou
w elcome addition to any
get -to'get her
LEO

fig

Aug. 22$
s.,nie long-forgotten or unused
household items may have resale
y alue 1,% ork momentum picks up noyv
2$ Ili

and you're preoccupied with moneymaking plans.
VIRGO
Att
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Things go) pretty much your way
lust be caleful that you don't (wenndulgr your sweet tooth. A special
accenr.is placed on romance, travel`
and leisure.
LIBRA
t Sept. 23 to( ct. 22)
/rice you put ytmr mind to it, you'll
find that long put off tasks are easily.
dealt with MIN'. It's a quiet but
productive time.
SCORPIO
(4 hi. 23 to Nov. 21)
A perfectly lovely social day is
capped off with special moments of
togetherness with a romantic interest. Greet the world with a smile.
SAGITTARRIS
t-Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
A plan you've been working on in
private is now ready for unveiling. It's
full steam ahead. You can make
things happen for your career now.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan 19)
You're insightful now and able to
give good advice. A sense of adven-

GII1E

A

LUXURIOUS
ROCKING
CHAIR SEATS

MOVIES IN
MURRAY

lure brings you good times too.
Travel and recreation are favored.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21)10 Feb. 18)
Financial plans jell now. You're
able to better your career position
and also will get those things done
around the house that you want to
achieve.
PISCES
mar
WO). 1(1 to Mar.20)
You'll have success in the reali7of
human relationships today. There's a
special emphasis on shared happiness with a romantic interest late
afternoon.

A

IF BORN TODAY, you are drawn to
both the arts and sciences. A need for
adventure can make you experiment
before witting on a vocation. Though
multi-talented, you should avoid any
tendency to .expediency. Conquer
your restlessness and be willing to
take the time necessary to make
something out of your considerable
talents. You should have no difficulty
commercializing your creative gifts,
though at times you are not always
wise in the handling of your funds.
Birthdate of Michael Caine. actor;
Albert Einstein, scientist; and Georg
Philipp Telemann, composer.
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MURRAY THEATRES

OSCAR
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Cheri • 24 HR. TEL 753.3314

There's no telling who will drop in...
(
xi
)
or who will drop dead.

ITCHBOARD
(1:30,3:25)7:05,9:10

MEL
DANNY
G11350111 GLOVER
Two cops. Glover
carries a weapon...
Gibson is one!

If you think you'll
get out alive, you
must be dreaming.
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GO
Over 125
Academy Award
Winners

Ed and Edna Mae Shields,
educational and social work missionaries with the United
Methodist Church, will be the
opening speakers for "Spirit and
Struggle in Southern Asia," a
three•part mission study jointly
sponsored by the United Methodist
Women of Murray First and Hazel
United Methodist Churches.
An informal dinner with the
Shields is scheduled at 6:30 p.m.
Sunday, March 15, at Hong Kong
Restaurant, U.S. Highway 641
North.
The couple will lead two
90-minute sessions beginning at
9:30 a.m. on Monday, March 16, at
Hazel United Methodist Church.
Shields will present a brief overview on Southern Asia including
religion and culture. He will also
focus on Nepal in relation to mission work since it is a country that
has a law prohibiting attempts at
religious proselytizing.
Mrs. Shields will address the
group at 11:30 a.m., speaking
about the role of women in Burma,
Malaysia and Nepal.
A covered dish luncheon will be
served at 1 p.m. in the church
fellowship area.
Both natives of Mississippi, the
Shields' service in Southern Asia
has included serving as
houseparents to school-age missionary children in Kallunandu,
Nepal; and teaching and performing general church and community work in Sarikel and Sibu,
Sarawak, Malaysia and in
Rangoon and iCalaw, Burma.
Missionaries since 1953, the

Former teacher
writes poetry
A volume of poetry

by
Christopher Buckley, formerly a
member of the English faculty at
Murray State University, has been
published by the Vanderbilt
University Press.
Titled "Dust Light, Leaves," it
is the fourth book of poems by
Buckley, who taught at Murray
State 1983-85. His earlier books are
titled "Other Lives," "Last Rites"
and "Blue Hooks in Weather."
Now a teacher in the Program of
Intensive English at the University of California at Santa Barbara,
Buckley has had poems from his
latest book published in The Hudson Review, New England
(Cont'd on page 5)

Owl Theatre LAW

Mr.and Mrs. John Patrick Leach of Suffolk, Va., are the parents of
a daughter, Sarah Elizabeth, weighing eight pounds 4% ounces,
measuring 21 inches, born on Monday, March 2, at Maryview
Hospital, Portsmouth, Va. They have one son, John Michael,2%.The
mother is the former Jane Farley The father is serving with the U.S.
Navy at Portsmouth Naval Hospital. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Pat Farley of Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Sellers Leach of Paris, Tenn.

Katherine Jae McKee] born
Mr. and Mrs. Mickey McKeel of 1210 E. Boulevard, Marion, Ill.,
formerly of Murray, are the parents of a daughter, Katherine Jae,
weighing seven pounds four ounces, measuring 19% inches, born on
Tuesday, Feb. 17, at Carbondale Memorial Hospital. They have one
son, John Curtis, 2. The mother is the former Jan Outland. Grandparents are Tom and Hazel Holderby, Bill McKeel, Jean Outland and
Charles L. Outland, all of Murray. Great-grandparents are Mrs.
Eulice Moubray and the late Mr. Moubray, the late Mr. and Mrs.
Elmus Outland, Mrs. Eula Mae Garland the late Toy Garland, and
Mrs. Nettie McKeel and the late Loyd McKeel, all of Murray.

Thurman enlists in Air Force
Harold T. Thurman, son of Mr. and Mrs. James H. Thurman of
Muray, has enlisted in the Air Force, according to S-Sgt. William R.
Viniard, Air Force Recruiter at Paducah. Upon successfully
graduating from the six-week basic training course at Lackland Air
Force Base, San Antonio, Texas, Thurman is scheduled to receive
technical training in the Tactical Aircraft Maintenance Specialist
career field. Thurman, a 1982 graduate of Calloway County High
School, will be earning credits toward an associate degree in applied
sciences through the Community College of the Air Force while attending basic and technical training schools.

All
have
made
selections from our
Bridal Registry for
Decorative
Accessories.

An evening of Irish folk music will be presented in the Annex of
Calloway Public Library on Tuesday, March 17, at 7 p.m. This will
feature Anne, Rob and Kimberley Lough. The public is asked to note
that the program will be in the annex, a library official said.

Program will be in Annex

Prime Time Plus at Westside
Prime Time Plus, a ministry of fellowship, activities and spiritual
growth for older members of Memorial Baptist Church and Westside
Baptist Church and their friends will be at Westside Church on North
15th Street, Murray, on Monday, March 16, at 11 a.m. Bible study
will
be conducted shortly after 11 a.m., a potluck lunch will be served
at
noon, and Bill Boyd, president of Peoples Bank, will speak at
12:30
p.m. This is open to all interested persons. The bus will
leave
Memorial at 11 a.m. Monday.

•

Quilt Lovers plan meeting

ess: 7/shopper's Mall
2 mi. North of Murray
Hwy. 641

Quilt Lovers will meet Tuesday, March 17, at 6 p.m. at Calloway
Public Library. The lesson on "Drafting, Cutting and Precision Piecing" will be presented by Peggy Smith. All interested persons are invited to attend, according to Lou Ann Philpot, chairman of the Quilt
Lovers.

SPECIALS

Coffee - 25` — Popcorn - 401
Free Gifts to be given away every hour
Saturday, March 14 & Sunday, March 15
You must be present to win

Saturday & Sunday March 14th-15th

PRIME BEEF STEAKS
8 oz. 1-Bone
16 oz T-bone

"Lots of Little Shops"

Nev. Line Con.m•

(1:30,3:30)7:25,9:25

•Rent Your Movies From The Movie Experts

REOPENING MARCH 14th

"Let's Got Aquainted"

Dream Warriors

March Is Academy Award Month
At Movies-To-Go. Over 100
Oscar Winners Specially Priced
Check Them Out

a

(Former Wiggins Furniture Building)

tikpitiCire
ON
ELM STREET 3

NEW ARRIVALS AT MOVIES TO GO:
'Topi Gun 'About last Night •Arnied And Dengerous•
Ruthless People •Neart Burn •Ronwsing Scared'
•Man Hunter •Allenr+4 Toddy Ruspin Adventures*
MOICIAT 11 s.,p.s.
SYN. II MOIL 7 1 p.m. • 1111 pas.

Sarah Elizabeth Leach born

Positive Parenting for parents of children at Carter and Robertson
Schools will be from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. on Monday, March 16, at
Golden Corral Restaurant. Handouts on "How to Raise Children's
Self Esteem" will be distributed. All interested persons are invited, a
spokesman said.

Soo Our Display
Cheri Theatre Lobby

i
l a.
l
bilk
Wes Craven's

(1:30,3:40)7:10,9:20

Murray Chapter of Professional Secretaries International will
meet Monday, March 16, at 7 p.m. at University Branch of Bank of
Murray. The four candidates for title of professional secretary of the
year will be featured in a media interview. This is open to the public,
a chapter spokesman said.

Barbara Ann Collins
Renita Underhill
Regina Herndon
Lyn Campbell
Karen Mitchell
Linda George

$1f.10.9
0

EJ

Secretaries will meet Monday

Parenting meeting on Monday

yr

f QOM WARNIFR @NOS 0

DATEBOOK

Best Wishes

FREE DRAWING — EVERY HOUR

LETHAL
WEAPON

Shields earned a master's
degree in science education at Columbia University and Mrs.
Shields earned a master's degree
in social group work at Scarritt
College. They are the parents of
two children, Ed Jr. and Kathi.
The remaining sessions of the
study are scheduled at 9:30 a.m.
Monday, March 23, and at 7 p.m.
Tuesday, March 31, at the Hazel
church.
Dr. James Matthai, retired professor in the Department of Geosciences at Murray State University, will provide an overview of the
countries of Pakistan,
Afghanistan and India on March
23.
John and Joyce Fortin of MurEd and Edna Mae Shields
ray will share their experiences in
Bangladesh on March 31.
Shields became mission interLois Sparks and Ann Herron,
preters in residence for the president of Murray UMW
and
Southeastern Jurisdiction of the Hazel UMW respectively, extend
United Methodist Church in - and invitation to the study to all
August 1985.
area residents.
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full of
Jewelry - Handmade Collars - Pillows
Tools - Notions - Ceramics - Jeans
Tops - Woodcrafts - Denims - Shirts
Collectibles - Furniture - Lamps
Brass - Copper - Baskets - Silk Flowers
Materials - Toys - Pottery - Churns

'4.95
'7.50

FISH DINNERS — Fresh Catfish

/
1 2 Order — $3.50
Lg. Order — 44.50
Assorted Seafoods & Jumbo Shrimp — '4.50

PLATE LUNCHES — Baked Ham, Meat Loaf, Roast Beef
Your Choice '3.25

You Name It — You'll Find It At

FREE to children under 12 dining with parent.

$hopper's Mall

Hot Dog or Hamburger with fries

Open Thurs.-Fri.-Sat. 9 to 5
Sun. 12 to 5
CC
Phone 753-4566
FREE DRAWING
EVERY HOUR
tu

Ky Lake Lodge Restaurant

HVVY 68 & 80

Aurora, Ky

— Also, other specials at comparable prices —

--

-
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Pitman-Rogers wedding on June 6
Dr. and Mrs. W.J. Pitman of
Murray announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Martha Lyle, to Joseph
Clayton Rogers, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph L. Rogers of Tucker,
Ga.
Miss Pitman is the granddaughter of the late Mrs. Opal Pitman McCuiston and the late
William Judson Pitman of Murray, and of Mrs. William Wallace
Lyle and the late Mr. Lyle of
Goshen, Va.
Mr. Rogers is the grandson of
Mrs. Charles Clayton Rogers and
the late Mr. Rogers of Tucker,
Ga., and of Mrs. T.W. Bridges and
the late Mr. Bridges of Chattanooga, Tenn.
A Cum Laude graduate of Murray State University, Miss Pitman
Is a member of Alpha Gamma
Delta Sorority and American
Association of Interior Designers.
She was named to "Who's Who
Among Students in American
Universities and Colleges.
The bride-elect is a designer for
Kitchen & Bath Concepts,
Roswell, Ga.
Mr. Rogers attended the University of Georgia. He is sales
manager in the Anderson Window
Division of Home Appliance
Distributing Company (HADCO),
Stone Mountain, Ga. He is a
member of the Board of Directors
for the Home Builders Association
of Atlanta, Ga.
The wedding is planned for
Saturday, June 6, at First Baptist
Church, Murray.

4

Three babies,
dismissals listed
by local hospital

Thetas hear Dr. Umar
Dr. Farouk Umar, center, professor of political science at Murray
State University, spoke at guest-night dinner of Theta Department of
Murray Woman's Club held at Sirloin Stockade on Feb. 16. Dr. Umar,
a native of Iraq,spoke about"Middle East Affairs." He was introduced by Anna Mae Thurman, vice chairman of the Thetas. Picture
d
with Umar are his wife, Dee Ann, and Roy Starks, guest. Items for
the kitchen of Girl Scout cabin and for Need ILine were brought by
members. James Rogers gave the invocation. Hostesses were
Pauline Parker who decorated the tables with her orchid plants, Jo
Burkeen, Maxine Scott and Bess Kerlick. Present were 27 persons
.
The department will meet Monday, March 16, at 7 p.m. at the club
house with Phil Kilby, director of Life House, as speaker.

Former.
(Cont'd from Page 4)
Review/BLQ, Antaeus, The
Missouri Review and The
Sewanee Review.
His new volume is described by

First Regional High School
Girls' Basketball Tournament will
feature games between Mayfield
vs. Graves County and Marshall
vs. Ballard County.
---Hazel Lodge No. 831 Free and
Accepted Masons is scheduled to
meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
---Gospel singing to benefit Dream
Factory featuring five gospel
groups will be at 7 p.m. at
Southland Baptist Temple, 927
Yarbro Lane, Paducah.
Square and round dancing with
music by Sharecropper will be
from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn Grove
Roller Rink.
---AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
---Purchase Section Youth Rally
will be at 7:30 p.m. at First
Assembly of God, By-Pass and
Broadway, Mayfield.
---Saturday,March 14
A chili and hot dog supper for
benefit of bus ministry of Temple
Hill, Independence and Coles
Camp Ground United Methodist
Churches will start at 6:30 p.m. at
Temple Hill Church, Highway 484
east of Almo.
Gospel singing featuring The
Liberty Boys will be at 7 p.m. at
Dexter-Hardin United Methodist
Church.
---Informal series of studies of
Apostolic Pentecostal Doctrines
will be at 7 p.m. at Lake-Land
Apostolic Church,402 Sunbury Circle, Murray.
---Lenten services will be at 7 p.m.
at St. Leo's Catholic Church.
CPR Recertification Class wW
start today. For information call
Calloway County Chapter of
American Red Cross, phone
753-1421.
---AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.
---Murray Single Connection will
meet at 2 p.m. at parking lot of
North Branch of Peoples Bank to
go to Fenton to fly kites to go hiking. For information call Martha
at 759-4940 or Glen at 435-4143.
---Horse Pull, sponsored by West
Kentucky Horse Pullers Association, will start at 12 noon at West
Kentucky Livestock Show and Exposition Center. Admission will be
$3 adults and $1.50 for 12 and
under.
---Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Henson will
be honored on 50th wedding an-

Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Thursday,
March 12, have been released as
follows:
Saturday,March 14
Sunday, March 15
Newborn admissions
niversary with a reception from 1
Events in Land Between ,the
Satterwhite baby boy, parents,
to 5 p.m. at south Marshall Senior
Lakes will include Iron Industry at Denise and Rex, 900 Story Ave.,
Citizens Building, Hardin:
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. and But- Murray;
---termaking at 2 p.m. at The
Ray baby boy, parents, Melvina
Events in Land Between the
Homeplace-1850; Farewell to and James, Rt. 2, Box 183-1,
Lakes will include Arbor Day Ac- Eagles at 2 p.m. at Woodlands Hickory;
tivities; Farewell to Eagles at 9 Nature Center; Skywalk at 2 and 3
Murdock baby girl, parents,
a.m. at Woodlands Nature Center; p.m. at Golden Pond Visitor Stacy and Rick, Rt. 7, Box 470,
Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m. and Center.
Murray.
1:30 p.m., Muzzleloading Rifle
Dismissals
Match at 1:30 p.m. and Evening at
Series on Grief will be at 6 p.m.
Chester Gammon, Rt. 4, MurThe Homeplace-1850 at 7 p.m., all at First United Methodist Church. ray; Mrs. Eva Jacobs, Rt. 1,
at The Homeplace-1850; Skywalk
---Calvert City;
Youth Birthday Breakfast of
at 2 and 3 p.m. at Golden Pond
Mrs. Irene Miller, Rt. 2,
Memorial Baptist Church will be Mayfield; Mrs. Lucille
Visitor Center.
Austin,
at 8:30 a.m. at Boston Tea Party, an Farris Ave., Murray;
---Holiday Inn.
Sunday, March 15
Mrs. Lottie Causey, Rt. 7,
---AA will have a closed meeting at
Mayfield; Radford Windsor, Rt. 7,
New Young Adult Sunday School Murray;
4 p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple Class with Donald Cleaver as
(Cont'd on page 8)
Streets. For information call teacher will start at 10 a.m. at
Brooks
Chapel United Methodist
753-0061, 762-3399 or 753-7764.
7
Church.
----Sister Therese Martin MattingInformal dinner for Ed and Edly, 0.S.U. will be honored at 2 p.m.
at Senior Citizens Building, na Mae Shields, speakers for
Benton.
(Cont'd on page 7)

Buy One Item At Regular Price,
Get Second One Of -Equal Value
Or Less For
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Ladies
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Movies

-0"A

Members Get$1
7e%0
got

VCR Rental
For The Weekend

Bring Your
Film To Us!

Only $895

Get A FREE
Movie

QUALITY FILM
DEVELOPING IN
JUST 1 HOUR

Baked Virginia Hwri
Fried Chicken Livers
Broccoli w/Cheese Sauce
Green Peas
Com Pucking
Green Beans
Deep Fried Onion Rings
Sweet Potato.Casserole
Tossed Salad &homemade dretlings
Cottage Cheese
Sliced Peaches
Torteffini
Overtly Cole Slaw
SPiced APPie Rings
kidney Bean Salad
Homemade %Its
Homemade Cake &Chocolate Sauce
Choice of coffee, tea, et
soft drinks

2 Prints
For
The Price
Of 1

tirkit
SKS.-

Movie Club
Memberships

$5 OFF

Membership Includes
27 Free Movies
Daily Discounts
Plus Reservation Privileges

VCR Sale
AKAI VCR
14-day, 4 event
wireless remote
with HO on screen
programming

Hitachi 3-head
wireless remote
clear freeze frame
14-day 4-event
with HO
2 yr. warranty

$299

$299

L-C)
.itr

'Limit one coupon
per customer and
one cournion per roil
with this ad

Sh—arp
.- Wireless Remotiegik VCR
With HQ 14-day, 2-event

Expires March 20th, 1987

'5.50 Adults
'2.50 Childish

•

Rent

Each Additional Movie

Bring the family out this
Sunday for our Patriot's
Buffet from 11:30 a.m.
until 2 p.m.

IF

Weekend Movie Specia

,
thaT/
1
4
,
4
a 13 arta

1 yr. warranty

Var

1‘,

7G

$

Best Price Eve

Lay-A-Way & Financing Available

Snap Shot
Photo

Boston
Tea Party
Holiday Inn
U.S. 641 South
Murray

Sherod Santos as "a collection of
poems which demonstrates a profound religious yearning: its
desire is for nothing less than the
discovery of the self in words."

STOREWIDE SALE

Coming community events announced
Friday, March 13
Mule Pull, sponsored by West
Kentucky Mule Pullers AsSociation, will start at 7 p.m. at West
Kentucky Livestock Show and Exposition Center. Admission will be
$3 adults and $1.50 for 12 and
under.
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1LT McGuire
finishes course
1LT Janet White McGuire
recently completed the U.S. Army
Civil Affairs Office Advanced
Course.
The course consisted of six
weeks in residence at the John F.
Kennedy Special Warfare Center,
School of International Studies at
Ft. Bragg, N.C., and 167 credit
hours of correspondence completed through the Army Institute
for Professional Development at
Newport News, Va.
Upon completed of the course,
LT McGuire is branch qualified as
a civil affairs office.
Special requirements for course
completion included an in-depth
knowledge of civil affairs doctrine, functions and procedures
and being knowledgeable of U.S.
foreign policy and its relation to
foreign governments.
McGuire received a direct commission with the U.S. Army
Reserves in Civil Affairs in 1983
and currently is a member of the
Individual Ready Reserves.
LT McGuire resides with her
husband, Mark, and son, Lincoln,
at 509 North Seveth St., Murray.
She is owner of a local business,
We Take the Cake. Her parents
are Mr. and Mrs. Garland L.
White of Brookhaven, Miss.

Martha Lyle Pitman, fiancee
ofJoseph Clayton Rogers
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Local churches announce music, sermons for,Sunday

Various churches in Murray and
Calloway County have released information concerning their services on Sunday, March 15, to the
Murray Ledger & Times as
follows:

--

Brooks(Impel
The Rev. Eulas Greer, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services at Brooks Chapel United
Methodist Church. Eddie Ramsey
will be song leader with Donald
Cleaver and Donna Downing in
charge of special music. Accompanists include Mrs. Downing,
Rita Culver, Cindy wiley, Patricia
Greer, Jana Keeling, Jenan
Burkeen and Cheryl Raspberry.
Sunday School will start at 10 a.m.
Bethel Methodist
Services at 9:30 a.m. at Bethel
United Methodist Church will be
conducted by the pastor, the Rev.
Eulas Greer. James Miller with
direct the singing with Janice Farris and Judy Lamb as accompanists. Sunday School will follow
at 9:30 a.m.
North Pleasant Grove
The Rev. Danny Holt, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. service at
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church. Music will be directed by
the Rev. James Garrett who also
will have the children's service.
Margaret N. Boyd will be pianist.
Jim Cochran is superintendent of
Sunday School at 10 a.m.
Dexter-Hardin Methodist
The Rev. Don Faulkner, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.

services at Dexter-Hardin United
Methodist Church. Larry Puckett
will direct the song service with
Joyce Haley and Dorothy Warren
as accompanists. Sunday school
will be at 10 a.m.
St. John Baptist
The Rev. W.E. Cheaney, pastor,
will speak at 10:45 a.m. service at
St. John Missionary Baptist
Church. Sunday School will be at
9:30 a.m. and B.T.U. at 6 p.m.
Hazel Baptist
The Rev. James T. Garland,
pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and
6:30 p.m. service at Hazel Baptist
Church. Music will be directed by
Gene Orr Miller with Gwyn Key
and Oneida White as accompanists. The Choir will sing "He
Took My Sins Away" at 11 a.m.
Sunday School will be at 9:45 a.m.
and Church Training at 5:30 p.m.
Westaide Baptist
The Rev. Glynn Orr, pastor, will
speak about "Christian Living In
A World That Isn't A Material
Minded Society" with scripture
from I Timothy 6:6-19 at 9 and
10:50 a.m. services and about
"The Importance and Psychology
of Organized Outreach" with
scripture from Matthew 9:35 to
10:5 andLuke 9:57 to 10:2 at 6 p.m.
service at Westside Baptist
Church.
Tommy Scott will direct the
music with Patsy Neale and Susie
Scott as accompanists. Kathy
Ligon will sing a solo at 9 a.m. and
Phyllis Archer a solo at 10:50 a.m.
The Church Choir will sing at 10:50
a.m. and 6 p.m.

St. John's Episcopal
The Holy Eucharist will be
celebrated at St. John's Episcopal
Church at 10:30 a.m. Sunday, the
second Sunday in Lent. Frt. Andre
Trevathan will be the celebrant
and preacher. He will be assisted
by Tracy Harrington, lay reader.
Church School will begin at 9:15
a.m.
South Pleasant Grove
The Rev. Bob Dotson, pastor,
will speak about "Human Faith &
Divine Faithfulness" with scripture from Genesis 12:1-8 at 10:45
a.m. service at South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist Church. A
film, "Restoring The Sabbath,"
will be shown at 5:30 p.m.
Truman Whitfield will direct the
music with Kathy Erwin and Tommy Gaines as accompanists.
Assisting will be Glenda Hill, Leah
Hill, Darrel Clark, Phil 'Liddle,
Larry McClain, Tartly Barnes,
Donna Whitfield and Betsy
Whitfield.
First Baptist
Dr. Greg Earwood, pastor, will
speak about "Pillars of the
Church" with scripture from II
Thessalonians 2:13-17 at 10:45
a.m. service and about "Nothing
Without Love" with scripture
from I Corinthians 13:1-3 at 7 p.m.
service at First Baptist Church.
Wayne Halley will direct the
music with Joan Bowker and

Allene Knight as accompanists.
Mr. Halley will sing a solo at morning hour and Al and Jane Chapman will sing a duet at evening
hour. The Adult Choir will sing at
both services. G.T. Moody,
associate pastor, and Ron Wright,
deacon of the week, will assist.
University Church
David Young of Smyrna, Tenn.,
will be guest speaker at 8:30 and
10:50 a.m. services at University
Church of Christ. Charley Bazzell,
minister, will speak about
"Reproduction vs. Non Production" with scripture from John
15:1-8 at 6 p.m. service.
Assisting will be Ernie Bailey,
Leroy Eldridge, Tommy Reid,
Steve Combs, Bill Boyd, Jim
Lawson, Freed Curd, Randy
Dunn, Todd Lawson, Chad
Lawson, Bobby Martin, Prentice
Dunn, Vernon Gantt, Rob Gingles,
Vernon Butterworth, Charles
Stark, Roy Starks, Gene Rickman,
David Jewell, Richard Smith and
Nick A. Horton.
Elm Grove Baptist
The Rev. David Brasher, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:45 p.m.
services at Elm Grove Baptist
Church. Music will be directed by
Eric Hall who will present special
music at morning hour. Glenda
Rowlett and Teresa Suiter will be
accompanists. Sunday School will
begin at 10 a.m. and Church Train-

Sunday
School Lesson
H.C. Chiles

FROM THE
PLATTER
PARSON'S
SCRAPBOOK
By James H. Cain
1. Spring: That glorious time of the year when your neighbor comes
by with an invitation to play golf just as you have your hands full
of
storm windows.
2. A bachelor's life is a splendid breakfast, a tolerably flat dinner;
and a most miserable supper.
3. When I travel I give a lot of tips. A tip to the bellboy, a tip to the
waiter, a tip to the guide. Helen Cain
4. Although today there are many trial marriages, there is no such
thing as a trial child. Gary Wills
5. Children don't want to be told; they want to be shown. It takes
years of telling to undo the one unwise showing. Eileen Haase.
6. A lie is like a snowball, the longer it is rolled on the ground, the
larger it becomes. Martin Luther
7. A child is an island of curiosity surrounded by a sea of question
marks.

TucKls
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Today's lesson has its setting on preparations for this memorable
the night before the crucifixion of occasion. Eager to render this serChrist.
vice for Christ, they inquired as to
The Passover — Lake 22:1-2
where they should prepare for the
As the nation approached the Passover. Christ told them to enter
season for observing the Passover, the city and there they would see a
the chief priests were striving to man carrying a pitcher of water.
find a way to put Christ to death
The apostles did as Christ comwithout causing a riot. Of the manded them,found the man with
Jewish feasts mentioned in the Bi- the pitcher of water, and asked him
ble, the Passover was the most to point out to them the guest
famous. It was a memorial of the chamber in which the Passover
national deliverance of the children might be observed. Following the
of Israel from bondage in Egypt.
man to the house, they asked perThe Preparations — Luke 22:7-18 mission of the owner to use the
Christ ardently desired to guest chamber. The request was
observe the Passover with His granted readily and they were
devoted disciples before He died on taken to the Upper Room,
the cross. As the time approached whereupon "they made ready the
for this observance, He designated Passover," meaning that they
two apostles, Peter and John, as secured the roast lamb, unleaventhe ones to make the necessary ed bread and bitter herbs. During
the meal, Christ informed the
apostles He would not drink of the
cup again until God established His
reign.
The Lord's Supper — Luke 22:19-23
At the close of the paschal meal
on the eve of His departure, in the
presence of eleven apostles (Judas
having gone out to do his wicked
work), Christ instituted the great
memorial which is called "The
•Now Cars.
Lord's
Supper." The elements
•Cloan Usad Cars.
which were used in the Lord's Sup•Robullt Cars.
per were unleavened bread and the
Gasoline As Low As $750
fruit of the vine.
Electric As Low As $350
The Lord's Supper was designed
WE STAND BEHIND
by the Saviour for a special purpose
WHAT WE SELL
— as a memorial which would
WE SERVICE MOST
cause them to recall the death of
MAKES AND MODELS
Christ. As Christ's followers take
the bread at Supper, it speaks of
TIRES - BATTERIES •
His body wounded and bruised, of
ACCESSORIES
the nails driven through His hands
Associated
and feet, of the thorns which piercBattery & Golf Car
ed His brow, and of the spear that
Hwy. 62 Colvort City, Ky.
was thrust into His side. As Christ's
(502)395-4312
followers take the contents of the
cup, the fruit of the vine speaks to
them of the blood of Christ which
cleanses the guilty soul and makes
it as white as snow. Each time
God's children partake of the
emblems in rememberance of
Christ, they are reminded of
Calvary.
By observing the Lord's Supper
"ye do shew the Lord's death till He
come." Every time we observe the
Lord's Supper we proclaim to those
who witness our action that Christ
is coming again according to His
own promise. How we rejoice in the
glorious fact that He will come
again and reign over His own.

GOLF CARTS

_

LI

PANELING

730

N-FRI

(100 Patterns)

4x8 LATTICE '10.95
Treated Lumber for
PATIOS and DECKS

Arrnstrong
VINYL '2.50 up

faucets
sinks
Leaded
vanities
Glass
commodes Doors
kitchen
cabinets
Door Units

TUB UNITS
SHOWERS

Hwy. 45 1 Mi. So.

Martin, TN
901/587-3000

TAKE ADVANTAGE
OF AMC'S NEW
INCENTIVE PROGRAM

ing and Junior Choir at 6 p.m.
Clark, Tom Auer, Ed Fenton, Ted
Memorial Baptist
Schleuter, C. Lambert, J.
The Rev. Jim Simmons, pastor, Lambert, Margaret Murphy,
will speak about "Satan's Demoli- Frank Fazi, Bob Curtsinger, M.
tion Derby" with scripture from Ross, M. Simmons, Frances Rom,
Mark 5:1-20 at 11 a.m. service at Joe Fuhnnarm, Ron Westphal,
Memorial Baptist Church. The Tom Holcomb and L. Schindler.
Rev. Joe Pat Winchester will
Goshen United Methodist
speak about "Southern Baptist
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor,
Work in Kenya" at 7 p.m. service. will speak at 11 a.m. service at
Milton Gresiunan will direct the Goshen United Methodist Church.
mimic with Margaret Wilkins and He will be assisted by Randy
Brenda Hart as accompanists. Wilson. Jo Lovett will give the
The Sanctuary Choir will sing at children's devotion.
morning hour. Assisting will be
Robert DeSimone will direct the
Randolph Story, deacon of the song service with Pat Brunn and
week, Bobby Johnson, and Roy Suzanne Coleman as accomGresham.
panists. Sunday School will begin
Poplar Spring Baptist
at 10 a.m. and Bible Study at 6:30
The Rev. Chester P. Culver, p.m.
pastor, will speak about the Ninth
Lake-Land Apostolic
commandment, "Thou Shalt Not
The Rev. James H. Cain, pastor,
Bear False Witness" at 11 a.m. will present the sixth in a series of
service and about "Hell: The lessons on "Living for the PreEverlasting Home of the Lost" at sent" or "Living on the Promise"
6:30 p.m. service at Poplar Spring on the "Life of Joseph" in the 10
Baptist Church.
a.m. preaching/teaching session
Phillip Garrett will direct the at Lake-Land Apostolic Church.
music with Hazel Brandon and
In the 6 p.m. Bible study, Dan
Carol Kelly as accompanists. Sun- Walker will begin a new series on
day School will be at 10 a.m. and the book of Proverbs. Evangelistic
Church Training at 5:30 p.m.
services will start at 7 p.m.
First Christian
First Presbyterian
Dr. David Roes, pastor, will
Bob Valentine, guest speaker,
speak about "Today Shalt Thou Be will talk about "The Best SupporWith Me in Paradise" with scrip- ting Actors" with scripture from
ture from Luke 23:39.-43 at 10:45 Matthew 15 at 10:45 a.m. service
a.m. service at First Christian at First Presbyterian Church.
Church. The Chancel Choir, Daniel Craig, music director, will
directed by Margaret Boone with sing "Come Thou and With Us
Gary Galloway as organist, will Dwell" with Susan Chamberlain
sing the anthem, "Have You Seen as organist. Church School will
My Jesus."
begin at 9:30 a.m.
Assisting will be Raylene Gage!,
Russell Chapel
Kacy Chrisman, Carrie Griffiths,
Worship service at Russell
Clegg Austin, Dan McKee!, Terry Chapel United Methodist Church
Hart, Jim Clopton, Jo Crass, will be conducted by the Rev. MarSheila Shaw, Cathi Culek, Lynn vin L. Napier, pastor, at 9:45 a.m.
Griffiths, Emily Davis, Emily Church Scool with Don Stom as
Gore, M.C. Ellis, Jack Haskins, superintendent will start at 10:45
and Frank and Verna Roberts.
am.
Grace Baptist
Palestine Methodist
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe, pastor,
The Rev. Marvin L. Napier,
will speak at 10:50 a.m. and 5:30 pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6
p.m. services at Grace Baptist p.m. services at Palestine United
Church. Leland Peeler will direct Methodist Church. Church School
the music with Dwane Jones, with Eugene Rudolph as
Anita Smith and Susan Jones as superintendent will start at 10
accompanists. The Choir will sing a.m.
"He Did It All For Me" and "LivSeventh and Poplar
ing By Faith" at morning and
John Dale, minister, will speak
evening hours. Oralee Elkins will about "Heirs of God" with scripserve as deacon of week. Sunday ture from Romans 8:14-17 at 8:30
School will be at 9:45 a.m.
and 10:40 a.m. services and about
First United Methodist
"They Threw Him Into the Sea",
The Rev. A. Nowell Bingham, Part III of studies in Jonah, at 6
pastor, will speak about "A p.m. service at Seventh and
Prayer and A Pardon" with scrip- Poplar Church of Christ.
turefrom Luke 23:26-43 at 8:30 and
Assisting will be Jerry Bolls,
10:50 a.m. services at First United Ray Karraker, Kevin Garner,
Methodist Church.
Tom Swatzell, Bill McCoart, Joe
Daniel Craig will sing a solo, Fisher, Junior Duke, Edgar
"Come Thou and With Us Dwell," Rowland, Mark Manners, Jack
at 8:30 a.m. The Chancel Choir, Rose, Denny Jones Jr., Alan Mardirected by Bruce Chamberlain tin, Lonnie Furr, Steve Dublin,
with Bea Farrell as organist, will Ronnie Sills, Charles Humphrey,
sing "Alleluia" at 10:50 a.m.
Jim Suiter, Wayne Wilson, Jamie
St. Leo's Catholic
Potts and Garry Evans.
Masses at St. Leo's Catholic
Church will be at 6 p.m. Saturday
President Franklin D. Roosevelt
and at 8 and 11 a.m. Sunday with won a landslide victory in 1936
Fr. Stan Tillman as pastor. over Republican challenger
Assisting will be C. Germann. N. Alfred'M. Landon.

Stock Market
Prices as of 10 a.m.
Industrial Average
-3.84
Goodyear
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Air Products
45% +
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1
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General Motors
Wal-Mart
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WOODMAN BUILDING
300 MAPLE STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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Cain's AMC Jeep
Renault, Inc.
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Friday, March 13

Serving Catfish Fillets, Broasted Chicken
Seafoods, Country Ham & Short Orders
Open Everyday except Monday 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Cypress- Springs Restaurant
"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"

Owners: Louie and Sue Williams
Located Approx. 15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121

Off Hwy. 121 South

436-5496
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Regulation proposal has good, bad points
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Telephone subscribers would pay
as much as $1.50 more each
month, but long-distance rates
would drop and poor households
could get financial help under a
plan headed for approval by
federal regulators.
The plan would raise the $2-amonth subscriber line charge in
three increments, beginning in
June and reaching as much as
$3.50 in April 1989.
As the charge increases, more
of the costs of the local telephone
network are shifted from longdistance rates to subscribers, so
the cost of long-distance goes
down.
Federal Communications Commission officials estimated longdistance rates would decline by at
least 15 percent over the next six
years, saving consumers an

Community...

estimated $17 billion.
A small part of that savings
would be used to subsidize the cost
of telephone service for poor people under a new program called
Linkup America.
Members of a state-federal advisory panel that approved the
plan on Thursday heralded their
action as "historic." FCC Chairman Mark S. Fowler,a member of
the panel, said it ultimately would
mean more jobs and lower prices
for goods and services.
But consumer interests attacked
the higher charge as unjustified.
Gene Kimmelman, legislative
director of the Consumer Federation of America, called it "an
ongoing consumer ripoff that will
now cost consumers over $3.5
billion in total."
And members of Congress who
have sought to stem increases in

phone costs were wary.
"Many questions need to be
answered before I can judge
whether this compromise advances long-term consumer interests or is simply an FCC flimflam," said Rep. Edward J.
Markey,D-Mass.,chairman of the
House telecommunications subcommittee. His panel has scheduled a hearing on the matter March
25.
The subscriber line charge helps
pay the cost of the line that connects a customer's telephone with
the phone company's central office. Part of that cost also is buried
in long-distance rates, and as a
larger share is paid by
subscribers, less is underwritten
by long-distance rates.
Since the charge was initiated at
$1 in June 1985, long-distance rates

have dropped about 30 percent.
The plan approved unanimously
by the advisory board would Increase the charge to $2.60 in June,
$3.20 in September 1988 and $3.50
In April 1989, though board
members said the final increase
may not be needed and would depend on the results of careful
monitoring by the FCC staff.
The board's action virtually
assures approval by the FCC,
since three of the five FCC commissioners are board members.
Four state telephone regulators
also sit on the board, and their approval of the plan is expected to
make it more palatable in Congress, where some members want
to cap the charge at the current $2
a month. The FCC is to vote on the
plan within a month.

Beshear proposes new justice system
with fixed sentences and no parole

((bard from page 5)

Sunday, March 15
mission study by Murray First
and Hazel United Methodist Churches, will be at 6:30 p.m. at Hong
Kong Restaurant.
————
Auditions for "Angel Street" by
Community Theatre will be at 7 p.
at Playhouse in the Park.
————
Monday,March 16
Reservations for ladies' luncheon on Wednesday at Oaks
Country Club should be made by
today with Sue Wells, 753-3671, or
Essie Caldwell, 753-4920.
————
Reservations for "March
Winds" luncheon on Tuesday at
Seven Seas should be made by
noon today with Norma Paschall,
753-6931, or Freda Lovett, 753-3999.
————
"Fresh Start" program to help
smokers give up the habit will
start at 7 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
————
Reservations for spring brunch/fashion show by Murray State
Women's Society on Saturday
should be made by today with Gail
Baust, Rt. 5, Box 106, Murray.
————
Purchase ADD Board of Directors will meet at 5 p.m. at office,
U.S. Highway 45 North, Mayfield.
————
Auditions for "Angel Street" by
Community Theatre will be at 7
p.m. at Calloway Public Library.
————
Prime Time Plus for older
members of Memorial and
Westside Baptist Church will meet
at 11 a.m. at Westside Baptist
Church. A potluck luncheon will be
served.
-———
Positive Parenting for parents
of children of Robertson and
Carter Centers will meet at 11:30
a.m. at Golden Corral.
————
Murray Chapter of Professional
Secretaries International will
meet at 7 p.m. at University
Branch of Bank of Murray.
————
Theta Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at club house.
————
Mission study for Murray First
and Hazel United Methodist Churches with Ed and Edna Mae
Shields as speakers will start at
9:30 a.m. at Hazel United
Methodist Church.
————
Prepared Childbirth Class will
meet at 11:30 a.m. in third floor
classroom of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
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Monday,March 16
Children and youth will meet in
gym at Elm Grove Baptist Church
at 6 p.m.
————
BYWs of Elm Grove Baptist
Church will meet at 6 p.m. at
home of Teresa Suiter.
————
Friendship Circle of First
United Methodist Church will
meet at 7 p.m.
Murray Lodge No. 106 Free and
Accepted Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
————
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
Parents Anonymous will meet
at 6 p.m. For information call
762-6862 or 762-6851.
————
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850.

We

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Lt.
Gov. Steve Beshear said Kentucky's criminal justice system
has "gone-haywire" and should be
junked in favor of one that includes fixed sentences with no
parole.
Beshear, a candidate for the

Democratic nomination for governor, said Thursday the problems
of the current system foster situations in which people who are convicted of brutal murders and
sentenced to life in prison are
often released in leas than nine
years.

Postage rate increases expected
one year early, postmaster predicts
WASHINGTON (AP) — Postage
rates will probably rise in 1988 — a
year earlier than anticipated —
because of increases in postal
employee retirement costs, Deputy Postmaster General Michael S.
Coughlin predicts.
A new retirement system
ordered by Congress could cost the
agency $2 billion in additional
spending over the next two years,
Coughlin said in a speech Wednesday to New York-based mailing
companies.
"This new requirement will
force the Postal Service to ... propose an increase in postal rates to
go into effect in 1988, a year earlier

Use

than we had planned," Coughlin
said.
While he did not detail the
amount of the increase in his
prepared speech, The New York
Times reported that Coughlin
estimated the hike at between 1
cent and 4 cents on first class letters. The current first-class rate is
22 cents.
Postal Service spokesman Bob
Hoobing later explained that
Coughlin had been asked if the
hike would be as much as 4 cents,
and had said "probably not."
A rate hike is not a certainty,
Hoobing added, stressing that
while it will be recommended by
management, a final decision to
go ahead is up to the agency's
governing board.
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School lunch menus sponsored by Young-at-Heart.

younG
Children's
Fashions
Menus for the various lun- chuckwagon steak;
Wednesday
chrooms in city and county — taco and salad
or fish sandschools for the week of March wich and cheese stick; Thurs16 to 20 have been released by day — hamburger or grilled
Judy Hina, food service coor- cheese; Friday — pizza or
Slopdinator for Murray City py Joe. Choice of fruits
and
Schools, and Joanna Adams, vegetables and milk
are
food service director for available daily.
Calloway County Schools.
————
CALLOWAY COUNTY
MURRAY CITY
————
————
Calloway High
Murray High
Monday — chicken nuggets
Monday — meat loaf or or two-fers; Tuesday — Irish
chuckwagon; Tuesday — hot beef stew or turkey club sandham and cheese or Sloppy Joe; wich; Wednesday — taco salad
Wednesday — fried chicken or hot ham and cheese; Thursw/rolls or grilled cheese; day — pancakes and sausage or
Thursday — pizzaghetti w/rolls chili and grilled cheese; Friday
or corn dog; Friday — fish — lasagne or submarine sandsandwich w/cheese or double wich.
cheeseburger.
Calloway Middle
Murray Middle
Monday — ravielo casserole
Monday — chicken nuggets or bologna and cheese sandor hamburger; Tuesday — taco wich; Tuesday — fried chicken
and salad or double ham- or hamburger; Wednesday —
burger; Wednesday — spaghet- taco salad or pizzaburger;
ti w/meat sauce and rolls or hot Thursday — vegetable soup
ham and cheese; Thursday — with grilled cheese or
chicken and rolls or ham- cheeseburger; Friday —
burger; Friday — fish sand- sausage and pancakes or
wich w/cheese wedge. Pizza, turkey club sandwich. Pizza,
French fries, choice of fruits bread, fruits, vegetables,
and vegetables, milk and fruit desserts, milk and fruit drink
drink are available daily.
are available daily.
Carter Center
East,North
Monday — hamburger or
and Southwest
barbecue sandwich; Tuesday
Monday — barbecue sand— pizza or peanut butter sand- wich or pizza; Tuesday —
wich; Wednesday — spaghetti cheeseburger or Irish beef stew
w/meat sauce and French with cornbread; Wednesday —
bread or grilled cheese; Thurs- hot dog or turkey, dressing,
day — cheeseburger or Sloppy gravy and rolls; Thursday —
Joe; Friday
hot dog or pizzaburger or vegetable beef
ribette w/sauce. Choice of soup with grilled cheese; Frifruits and vegetables and miix day — sticker day — two-fers or
are available daily.
lasagne and French bread.
Robertson Center
Bread, fruits, vegetables,
Monday — hamburger or hot desserts, milk and fruit drink
dog; Tuesday — pizza or are available daily.
753-041115
‘s . bill Niiirr.i‘.
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Aluminized Mufflers
and Exhaust Pipes
FREE ESTIMATES

GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR
& SERVICE CENTER INC.
514 S. 12th

753-175

Saturday Only Sale
March 14

Men's Top
Quality Dress Slacks
SALE $1
Choose from our entire selection
of Men's Top Quality Dress Slacks.

WHOLESALE STORES, INC.
At New Location — East South and 5th St.
(Dillon Manufacturing Building)
Mayfield, Kentucky — Phone 247-2757
Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m.4 ..m. Sat. 10 a.m.-6 • m. Visa I Mastercard
Accepted

CHECK OUT
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COLORTYME

::

BEFORE YOU
RENT'OR BUY

El

lent-To-Own A Plasm Brand
Product
tent-To-Own Without A
Credit hiossie
lent-To-Own Without A Down hymen
s Or Deposit

fl lont•To-Own Without Istro Service And kopek Chows
n Root-To-Own Without Long Tons Obligetions
lent-Te-Own Sy Telephone

Sale Ends March 31

tent-To-Own for imatediete Delivery

El

ilont.To-Own With C111064111flte
We're Assorico's Largest Itont-To.Own System ima

m woo check out host with our customers.

GETWHAT You WANTAT(COLORTYME

o Colorlywuk kic. NNW

Colortyme Spring Cleaning
oot A Eureka Upright Vocuunt With
A Rental Of Any Living Room Grouping

Independently Owned and Operated

204 S. 4th St.

759-4487'
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OBITUARIES
Rue Overby
• Rue Overby, 75, of 1630 Farmer
Ave., Murray, died Thursday at 10
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
-Hospital.
His wife, Mrs. Louise H. Overby, died Feb. 8, 1984. Born Feb. 9,
1912, in Calloway County, he was
the son of the late Joe Robert
Overby and Betty Dameworth
Overby.
He was a member of First
United Methodist Church and
Murray Lions Club.
Survivors are one daughter,
Mrs. Ruetta 0. Turner, Rt. 1,
Almo; one son, Joe H. Overby,
Owensboro; one brother, Joe Hafford Overby, Houston, Texas; four
grandchildren.
The funeral will be Saturday at 1

Miss Lester Nina Grisham

p.m. at First United Methodist
Church. The Rev. A. Nowell
Bingham and the Rev. Rick Dye
will officiate.
Honorary pallbearers will be
members of Murray Lions Club,
Methodist Men, Friendship Sunday School Class of church and Official Board of church.
Entombment will follow in
mausoleum of Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Friends may call at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to Louise H. Overby
Memorial Scholarship Fund at
Murray State University or
American Heart Association.

Mrs. Nellie Mae Yates
The funeral for Mrs. Nellie Mae
Yates was Thursday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home,
Mayfield. Dr. Roger D. Willmore
and thk, Rev. Don Farmer
officiated.
Pallbearers were Charles
Mathis, Holland Shelton, J.P.
Holmes, Alan Yates, J.B. Sanderson and Carnie Pierce. Burial was
in Maplewood Cemetery.
Mrs. Yates,85, of Care Inn Nursing Home, Mayfield, died Tuesday
at 4:30 p.m. at Community

Hospital there. She was the widow
of Ed C. Yates.
She was a member of First Baptist Church, Mayfield, and a
retired employee of Merit
Clothing Co.
Survivors are two daughters,
Mrs. Linda Turner, Kokomo, Ind.,
and Mrs. Wanda Hendricks, St.
Louis, Mo.; one son, the Rev.
Harry Yates, Farmington; seven
grandchildren; six greatgrandchildren.

Homeplace Family Restaurant
8 oz. New York Strip
*Includes choice of
potato, tossed salad &
french bread

'4"

*Good
Thurs., Fri.,
& Sat.
Mardi 12- 14

ALL YOU CAN EAT!

'Ever!,
Thurs Frr
Sot E venong

Boneless Fish or $450
Catfish Steaks

I

The funeral for Miss Lester Nina
Grisham was held Monday at
Rogersville United Methodist
Church, Rogersville, Ala. The
Rev. Bill Smith and Ralph Barrow
officiated.
Burial was in the Civitan
Cemetery, Rogersville.
Miss Grisham, 85, of 410 N.
Wheeler St., Rogersville, died
Saturday at Eliza Coffee
Memorial Hospital, Florence, Ala:
Her death followed an extended
illness.

Mrs. Vinnie Dixon

A member of Rogerville United
Methodist Church, she retired
after 38 years of service with Spry
Funeral Home, Rogersville.
Survivors include one sister,
Mrs. Josephine McLemore, Murray; four nephews, Mike Balch,
Rogersville, Jack Phillips, Richmond, Mich., William N. (Bill)
McLemore, Murray,and Oliver C.
McLemore Jr., Paducah; one
niece, Billie Myrle Bevis,
Florence, Ala.

Lawrence iLarry) Snyder
Lawrence (Larry)Snyder, 38, of Frances Deokyne Snyder Davis
Rt. 1, Kirksey, died Tuesday at and Maurice Monroe Snyder.
Survivors include his mother,
6:44 p.m. in a traffic accident on
Highway 80, approximately one- Mrs. Davis, one son, Michael
half mile east of the Marshall- Snyder, and one sister, Jeannette
Snyder, all of Rock Ledge, Pa.;
Graves County Line.
one brother, John Francis Snyder,
He was employed at General
Tire and Rubber Company, Halboro, Pa.
Friends may call from 6 to 9:30
Mayfield. He attended Kirksey
p.m. tonight(Friday)at the Miller
United Methodist Church and was
a member of Mayfield Moose Funeral Home of Murray.
The body will be transferred to
Lodge.
Montanye Funeral Home, Rock
Born April 28, 1948, in Penn- Ledge, Pa., for funeral and burial
sylvania, he was the son of services.

759-1864

FRONT END ALINGMENT
Improves Handling Boost MPG Increase Tread Life
I
I
I
CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT 753-0595
I
I
'Inspect all tires
I
sZ 'Correct air pressure
2 *Inspect steering & suspension
$
'Set front wheel camber, caster
=
0
3
..,
a toe-in to proper alingment
z
U.S. cars & imports with adjustable suspensions. Includes front-wheel drive. I
Chevettes, trucks & cars requiring MacPherson Strut correction extra. I
I
Coupon Expirc‘s. 3/ 31 /87
I

1599 §,

RUDOLPH GOODYEAR
721 S. 12th. St. - Murray - 753-0595

I
i
.0

Services for Dr. Gene Lovins
were today at 11 a.m. in the chapel
of Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home. Dr. Greg Eanvood officiated with Mrs. Oneida White as
organist and soloist.
Pallbearers were Charles Tutt,
Howard Giles, Gilbert Mathis,
Larry Guth, Darude Harrison'and
John Thompson.
Burial was in Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Dr. Lovins, 55, died Wednesdau
at 11`.17 a.m. at his home on Rt. 5,
Murray.

Final rites for Walter E.
Grooms were Thursday at 2 p.m.
In the chapel of Roberts Funeal
Home, Mayfield. Jerry Raley
officiated.
Pallbearers were Tony
Rodgers, David Lamb, Bobby
Storey, David Storey, James
Humphreys and Terry Burnett.
Burial was in Maplewood
Cemetery there.
Mr. Grooms, 86, of Mills Manor
Nursing Home, Mayfield, died
Tuesday at 7:25 p.m. at Community Hospital, Mayfield. He was a
retired carpenter.
Survivors are three daughters,
Mrs. Mary H. Rodgers, Rt. 3,
Mayfield, Mrs. Wilma Faye

SNAPPER

*

ne

8

FOR A SNAPPER
Od 3" 8HP STANDARD
RIDING MOWER

DeFtoy Provine of Hazel died
Thursday at 3 p.m. at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah. His age was
not listed.
An Air Force veteran of World
War II, he was a member of Hazel
United Methodist Church. He was
the son of the late Marshall Provine and Evie Jobe Provine.
He was preceded in death by one
daughter, Pamela Kay Provine,
and one brother, Edgar Provine.

He was an associate professor of
finance in the Department of
Economics and Finance at Murray State University.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Julie Hawkins Lovins; two
daughters, Mrs. Nelson (Jennifer)
Sosh, Goodlettsville, Tenn., and
Miss Kelley Lee Lovins,
Nashville, Tenn.; one son, Eric
Lovins, Lexington; his father, W.
Otis Lovins, Murray; one sister,
Mrs. Bern (Wilma) Gannon, Colorado Springs, Colo.

Burnett, Rt. 5, Mayfield, and Mrs.
Linda Ruth Folger, Mayfield; one
sister, Mrs. Rose Garver, Detroit,
Mich.; one brother, Thy Grooms,
Calloway County; 11 grandchildren; six great-grandchildren.

Hospital...
(Cont'd from page 5)
Mrs. Mary Goff, 207 North
Beatrix, Kenton, Tenn.; Mrs.
Louise Alexander, 1520 Porter
Court, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Myrtle Futrell, 1001 West
Poplar St., Murray; Joseph
Meador, Rt. 4, Box 840, Murray;
Charles Blanton, 109 Pine St.,
Murray; David McMullin, 1545
Oxford, Murray;
Estil James,Rt.6, Box 315, Murray; Mrs. Patricia Brandon, Rt. 8,
Benton;
Miss Brandy Cashion, 405 Elm
St., Apt. 4, Murray; Miss Rhonda
Baker and baby boy, Rt. 5, Box 68,
Murray;
Mrs. Teresa Dick and baby boy,
Rt. 6, Box 340-C, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Ruby Colson, Rt. 3, Box 389,
Murray;
Rue Overby (expired) 1630
Farmer Ave., Murray.

De iv

SNAPPER VALUES INCLUDE:
$999.95 PRICE: Tremendous value on a limited quantity of
SNAPPER's 26" 8 HP standard riding mower.
NO DOWN PAYMENT: And affordable low monthly payments.
Mode simple with SNAP-CREDIT.

-

DEAR ABBY: My heart ached for
the little -boy whose teacher appointed two captains to choose up
teams, and he was always chosen
last. I'm 67 now, and when I read
that letter, all the feelings of
humiliation, anger and anxiety
came flooding back like it was
yesterday. I was always one of the
last to be chosen for sports because
I was small and poorly coordinated.
I wanted _to die when teams were
chosen because when it got down to
the last two kids, I was always one
of them.
Once I sneaked out of the room
and went to the restroom and cried.
Another time I forced myself to
throw up so I could go to the nurse's
room to escape this cruelty.
I'm amazed that this humiliating
system of choosing teams is still
going on. I hope teachers everywhere will see this and realize how
damaging it is to a child's selfesteem, and put an end to that
brutal practice.
CHOSEN LAST
DEAR CHOSEN: I hope so,
too. I heard from teachers everywhere who offered unique
(and face-saving) ways to
choose up teams. Here's a letter
from a retired school teacher
who had the right idea years
ago:
DEAR ABBY: Re choosing up
teams: I taught school from 1914
through 1963. My method: The last

COW101W.9
ircococil.ariCaorigre
KowI1lirepliEffia417Aret•I•TO13•111:44

TOILET TISSUE
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It's a snap with

MAPPER.

WEST KY'S LARGEST PEST CONTROL

A division of Fuqua industries

COMPANY IS LOOKING FOR
WEST KY'S
rs,

LARGEST COCKROACH!
JOIN THE MILLIONS OF SATISFIED SNAPPER USERS.
HURRY' OFFER ENDS SOON

Murray Nome & Auto
Chestnut Street
Murray, Kr

itialiagag

Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Dot
McPherson Provine; two sons,
Neal Provine and David Provine,
Hazel; one sister, Mrs. Kelly
(Virginia) Walker, Hazel; one
brother, J.T. Provine, Flint,
Mich.; two grandchildren, Brian
Provine and Christopher Provine.
Arrangements are incomplete,
but friends may call at Miller
Funeral Home of Hazel after 10
a.m. Saturday.

Phonnc
753 2571

753 4 1 1C

We are looking for the largest cockroach'
Bring your cockroach to our office between now and April 24 to be
eligible for our GRAND PRIZE - Dinner for 2 and 1 night's lodging at Paducah's Executive jnn.
"Serving Western Ky.
with complete termite
and pest control service
'since 1958."

FREE ESTIMATES
7530414

By Abigail

Choosing Up Sides Hurts
Those Kids Who Are Last

Prices Good
03-12-87
Thru 03-18-87

•
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Pallbearers will be Roy
Paschall, Ronnie Paschall, Paul
Dunn, Dan Dunn, Charles Hutchens and Jimmy Paschall.
Burial will follow in Paschall
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home.

Van Buren

Charmin or White Cloud 4 roll pkg.

-

Services will be Saturday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Hazel. The Rev.
Malcolm Norton will officiate.

DeRoy Provine

:
7d
while
retaspr
56786
uP71,eS 'al
2st
offer may not be comtened
wrth other prornetmes
Prtces may vary from dealer
prep and freibt

SNAPPER Rear Engine riders are America's #1 consumer choice. Now, for a limited time, receive a
tremendous value on SNAPPER's 26" 8 HP stansari' nri,ng -neAer "••nwer 26086 SNAPPE;', levers
dependable features--powerful disc drive--on-thego shifting through five forward speeds--and
SNAPPER's heavy-duty deck for years of even cutting. Rugged SNAPPER quality, now at the best
values yet!

sisters, Mrs. Lucy Jackson and
Mrs. Pernessie Paschall, Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tenn.; three grandchildren, Roy Paschall, Ronnie
Paschall and Pattie McCuiston.

Dr. Gene Lovins

Walter E. Grooms
1906 Coldwater Rd.

Mrs. Vinnie Dixon, 91, of Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tenn., died Thursday at
9 p.m. at her home. She was a
member of North Fork Baptist
Church.
Born Dec. 7, 1895, in Henry
County, Tenn., she was the
daughter of the late K.D. Paschall
and Elizabeth Nichols Paschall.
She also was preceded in death
by one daughter, Mrs. Nora
Paschall, on Dec. 22, 1977; two
sisters, Mrs. Jemlma Wilson and
Mrs. Mary Hutchens; and four
brothers, Daniel,'Rensevelt, Boss
and Norman D. Paschall.
Mrs. Dixon is survived by her
husband, Lonnie Dixon; two

622 S. 4th St.

of Murray, Inc.

one chosen becomes captain of the
next team. No one was ever last
more than once.
MURIEL LINK, AGE 90,
SPRINGFIELD, VT.
sic

DEAR ABBY: This is the first
time I've written to you. I don't
know where else to turn. Our
daughter, who has just turned 18,
has informed me that she and her
boyfriend are planning to go camping together with friends this
summer. Pm not naive, and I don't
for one moment believe that they
will be sleeping in separate tents.
My problem is this: Do we, as
parents, have a right to forbid her
to go? We are still supporting her
and are paying for her schooling.
NOT NAIVE
DEAR NOT NAIVE: You have
every right to forbid her to go
since you are supporting her,
and she is living under your
guardianship.
However, if you suspect that
your daughter is already sexually active - or is about to be I hope you have discussed with
her the importance of "safe
sex" in order to protect herself
from an unwanted pregnancy
and/or venereal disease. If you
have not, you must.
Let her know that you are not
condoning premarital sex, but
as a responsible parent you do
not want her to risk her future,
her health, and possibly her life
because of carelessness or
ignorance.
•* *

DEAR ABBY: Please say something to those ill-mannered people
who have the disgusting habit of
coughing without covering their
mouths.
The other night my husband and
I attended a play for which we paid
$37 a ticket, but we could not enjoy
the play because this woman behind us coughed on our necks
repeatedly. We got results (temporarily) after we turned around and
glared at her.
I recently quit a volunteer job that
I really enjoyed - delivering Meals
on Wheels. Why? Because the driver
never covered his mouth when he
coughed. My son complains that a
girl who sits next to him at work
does the same thing.
How would you handle this situation? Would you hand the person a
tissue? Or just courteously say,
"Would you please cover your
mouth when you cough?" It would
be embarrassing to me to haxe to do
either. On the other hand, if the
person is so rude, he deserves to be
reminded of his manners.
I'VE HAD IT
DEAR HAI) IT: Why not do
both? Hand the offender a tissue and request that he/she use
it while coughing. It's not what
you do; it's the way you do it.

DEAR ABM': I flaw this mtasage
framed onithe wall of a high school
counselor's office and think it
deserves a larger audience. If you.
agree, please pass it along to your
readers: "If you think high school is
boring, wait until you sit around an
unemployment office." Sign me ...
WISE GUY

7TIF..7;74`,i
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Fishing line
By Jerry Maupin
Water conditions are improving
as the lake elevation nears winter
pool stage again. We still have
some stained and muddy water in
the large bays,such as blood river,
but most of the lake Is in good
shape. The temperature dropped
from 51 to 49 degrees this week but
hasn't had much effect on the fish.
A lot of folks have been fishing
the water shed lakes and from
ponds while the lake conditions
were tough and have caught some
pretty good fish.
Wilma Lyles cuaght four nice
bass from a pond friday and had a
huge snapping turtle hooked on a

beetle spin. She tried to hold it until Tom could get there with a rifle
but it was too much turtle!
Sunday, 10 year old Clay Ryan
accomplished something that most
adult bass anglers have yet to do.
He caught a beautiful 6 pound
largemouth bass. Now Clay and his
brother Heath were casting tube
jigs for crappie when this happened. Clay was using a float to keep
the jig from hanging on the bottom
or brush and had caught 5 crappie
nice and easy. He was reeling the
lure in when the float started to
sink slowly as it would when caught
on a limb,so Clay pulled on it to get

Clay Ryan holds the 6-pound largemouth bass he caught recently.
Ryan was casting a tube jig for crappie when the lunker latched on.

IMS-N_Vs-VratM_S%

it free. When pressure was applied
the big bass went roaring around
the dock corner post, trying to
break the line, but that didn't work
so it took off in the other direction
where a brushpile was. Clay being
a healthy young man,kept the bass
away from the brush and reeled it
to the dock where Heath grabbed it
by its jaw and lifted it out of the
water. Neither of the guys realized
how large it was until then!
Heath said he put the bass in a
bucket and Clay promptly sat on
the bucket the rest of the afternoon.
Clay said he did this because
another bass got away from them
the day before!
Needless to say, this 6 pounder
will be mounted.
Joe Belcher is still catching good
crappie from his new boat. He said
over the weekend they had 38 and
a lot of them were VA pound
crappie.
I fished stmday with Dan Nowak
and Mary Froenuning who drive
for Briggs & Stratton from Wisconsin to Murray. They wanted to try
the bass on Kentucky lake since
they have heard so much about how
good it can be.
We threw crankbaits along the
rocky shorelines whenever a vacant spot could be found and got on
a pattern real quick. There was a
strong current moving the fish
around a bit but they were feeding
pretty good. Dan proved to be a
real expert on catching bass. He
could dolt without even knowing it.
Once, a bass jumped out of the
water as I lifted my lure and Dan
yelled "look at that he's after
you're lure." About that time his
rod doubled over the side of the
boat becuase the bass that jumped
was trying to spit out Dan's lure
which it had swallowed several feet
up the shoreline. Then there was
the time when he brought his lure
out of the water to make another
cast and a small bass dropped from
his lure into the boat! We laughed
so much our sides were sore at the
end of the day.
We caught a lot of drum in between bass and counted over 150
pounds, which was conservative!
I think they will want to fish Kentucky lake again!
Happy Fishing!

'to
Pittman Whoa
Iditarod race
Alignment
Tires, Wheels & Accessories hits midway mark
McGRATH, Alaska (AP) —
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires to Duane
Halverson and Jerry

I

Austin set a record-breaking pace
to In a fight
for the lead as the
Iditarod Trail Sled Dog Race
neared the halfway point today in
the 1,157-mile trek.
By Wednesday evening, 16 of the
4
60 muahers remaining in the race
had reached this town of 500 people
409 miles from the starting
to
to point of the Anchorage-to-Nome
to race.
Halverson and Austin, both
tO
Alaskans, left McGrath 15 hours
earlier than the lead musher left
to last
year. The two traveled the 23
(901)
584-78
80
to
Camden
U lk
_..... lie 1-800-248-BOAT Itfi: miles from McGrath to Takotna in
Tennessee
about four hours, arriving just
to
Resort & Marina
(Tenn) 0
before 6 p.m. Wednesday and
to leaving
to
A.N.E.
WEEEEEEEE.ILECEN.E.E.EEECAA.E.E.E.EEEEEEV
after checking in.
"It's an extremely brisk pace.
rb-11.-11.-VbIrb-b-bla-b-Vb-bla-blarb-b-bTh "Jai-Via-VP' That's not conducive to holding
to
to dog teams together," said David
to Monson, husband of 1986 Iditarod
to
to champion Susan Butcher and a
to
to '87 Yamahato musher himself.
to
Rick Swenson, a four-time
o
Iditarod winner who is running in
ttto
era
o
ooo 10th place, put it more bluntly:
ttoo
to "We've got MO miles to go, and
to
to they're not all going to make it goto
to ing like this."

410 N. 4th
753-8346-753-6779

to

Sorry we missed you at the Boat
Show See our display at
, _T,I:i•ill:
!IOUTBOARDSi
431107
10

toTown & Country Yamaha to
to
to
to
to
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Advanced Technology For Today's
10
Advanced Automobiles

toto

We use the Allen Computer Engine Analyzer with printout.
Tuno-Up. Conoputor Ignition. Carburetor &
Fool Inloctions &mace

GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR
& SERVICE CENTER INC.

toto

to
to

514 S. 12th
Istb. 1936
753-1750 to
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Cut Down Your Production Cost By
Buying Money Saving IMT fractors
Available in
39 H.P., 42,H.P.
Coming"Soon 60 H.P.
Brandon Bros.
Your
IMT Dealer
705 S. 12th

753-43S•

Hog Market
report listed
Federal Stale Markel NOW, Service Merck 13.
1967
Kaalocky Purchase Area Meg Markel Report la
clears 6 Maytag Stallawe
Ileeetpla: Act. Il51 MM. 1100 Mermen Oita 75
Maier Sews wader 6M steady AI Maker.ever MO
elwady.J0 lower.
1047.111•41.6/
US 1.3 SID-166 Lbs.
1106.0647.60
US 1.2 SWIM Lbs.
1161U11141.60
US 1-11 11111.1010Lbs.
1156-66411111
US 3.4 IN.1161 Lb..
Sews
US 1 I 1711.110 Lbw
US 11 816-4119 Law
US 1.8 461-M4 Lbs.
Us II MUM Lbs
ever OM 41.90
11116.60-IMAM
US 1-3 165-106
Mears 536.6186.59

Spring turkey hunting season
scheduled for April 15 to May 3
GOLDEN POND,KY. — Turkey
hunting is scheduled April 15 to
May 3 in the Kentucky portion of
Land Between The Lakes (LBL).
In the Tennessee portion, there will
be a 7-day hunt April 15-21 and a
12-day hunt April 22-May 3.
Wildlife biologist Dennis Sharp
says, "We had a good hatch last
summer, and the plentiful acorn,
crop and habitat improvements
brought the turkeys through the
winter in excellent condition."
Hunters are required to check in
before hunting. They may check in
up to one week prior to the opening
of the LBL turkey season or on any
day of the season at the North and
Smith Welcome Stations or the Central Hunter Check Station. Hunters
must sign the turkey hunter
register and have their LBL Hunter
Use Permit stamped.
All hunters, whether they bag a
bird or not, are required to check
out following their last hunt at LBL.
To check out, they must fill out a

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — trespassers. It was a good deal for effect done with it," Weber
said.
George Seketa said it was almost everybody."
AMAX still mines two pits totaltoo good to be true.
Jeff Weber, an AMAX
ing about 2,000 acres adjacent to
AMAX Coal Co., worried about spokesman, said the coal comMinnehaha, and that land will be
the liability problems that could pany once had tried issuing fishing
added to the park later, Seketa
result from hunters trespassing on licenses on some of its mining
said. AMAX also farms about 4,000
their Sullivan County mining pro- lands, but with poor results. It
acres of Minnehaha — 2,000 for
perty, decided to lease 12,500 acres soon realized it didn't have the
pastures and 2,000 for row crops
to the state for 20 years at $100 per staff, time or expertise to manage
The state's investment has been
year. For the Indiana Department such an operation. That's where
minimal, Seketa said, about
of Natural Resources, it meant a the state came in.
$80,000 so far for five boat ramps,
prime hunting ground for deer,
"We look at it as a good oppora headquarters and parking lots.
quail, dove, rabbit and other game tunity to keep the land productive
The lease includes an option for a
in an area that sorely needed one. and let the public use it. We're in
20-year renewal.
The result was the Minnehaha
State Fish and Wildlife Area,
which while completing just its
first full hunting year, already has
been drawing hunters from across
Indiana and other states such as
FRANICFORT, Ky. (AP — Kentucky's small game seasons will
nearby Illinois, Kentucky and
open Nov. 24, with closing dates and bag limits unchanged from
last
Ohio.
year, the state Fish and Wildlife Resources Commission said in
a
"It sounds so doggone good it
news release.
scares you," said Seketa, chief of
The exception is squirrel season, which will be split into phases:
Aug. 15 through Oct. 31 and Nov. 24 through Dec. 31.
properties for IDNR's Division of
Fish and Wildlife. "Everyone in
The other seasons will close Feb. 21, 1988, for quail and rabbit; Feb.
29 for grouse and Jan. 31 for furbearers, hunting and trapping, the
the department is tickled to death
release said.
with it.
"We couldn't have had better
cooperation with big industry. You
couldn't find a better example of
Industry, government and conservation working together."
eta
Minnehaha, located along Indiana 54 midway between Sullivan
and Dugger, opened in November
— We Install Automotive Glass —
10
1985, just six months after the
state and AMAX signed their
agreement. The largest of 17 fish 10
and wildlife areas managed by the
753-4563
state, it represents more than an 10 512 S. 12th
eighth of the division's 95,000 Assssslaslassasssaass
siasss-iassslf
acres.
The Wabash River, which flows
VrN.Nykyatytya&Vt_
by just 15 miles west of MinTHE JONES
00P
nehaha, serves as a prime
IMP •
migratory route for waterfowl,
and the park includes 23 separate
bodies of water. The area already
'T
IE Sp CO
is loaded with deer and quail. The
On Beautiful Kentucky Lake
state has established a decent
Why Pay More For Your Next Boat?
goose flock there, Seketa said, and
*Bass
Hawk Boats
J.C. Pontoons
good potential exists for turkey.
*Authorized Evinrude
"Minnehaha's future lies ahead
FinnftuotSales & Service
of it. Because of its size and locaSAIES &
SERVICE
tion, it has the greatest potential. 10 R.R. 2 Buchanan, Tn (901)232-8221
-1.1aVVVVVVVVIVINVINVVVI5555555!
1
Nobody really knows what it's going to be 10 years from now,"
1*-V5aii.ThWbViririarb-VbViNb"VblaiblibWIli55r
Seketa said.
The partnership was more than
30 years in the making. In 1964 the
Whorls "SsprvIc• Is Our Businoss"
Division of Fish and Wildlife signed a 20-year wildlife management to
lease covering 7,000 acres of
former surface mining land from
to
three coal companies — AMAX, to
to
Old Ben and Peabody. Ten years to
later, AMAX donated 2,500 acres it
to
Vein
was leasing out.
Your U-Haul Headquarters 753-9131 to
AMAX also donated 463 acres
to
near Brazil in Clay County that itilsssss%ssssssas
ssa sss ssa-wwvIss-ir
became the Chinook Fishing Area.
Then three years ago, the diviaa-ta "b-1-11.-Vbr
sion leased 1,800 of the Sullivan
New 1987 Pontoon Boats Now In Stock to
County acres to create the
to
Busseron Bottoms deer-hunting
•Het, Note-Botes
to
grounds.
•Riviere Cruel*.
to
•Crest
"AMAX (had) started to have a
problem with major trespassing of
40-50 To Choose From!
to
deer hunters," Seketa said. "It
worked out so well in 1984 that
Sup*, Products
Supor Doils
their staff said, 'Hey, how would
to
The McClure s
you like to lease the whole area —
to
12,500 acres?'
to
1 /7 RR. on Hwy. 94E., Murray, Ky. 753-6116
"We needed an area in the westto
VIVI.VIVIINVVVVViNVik
central part of the state. AMAX
sssss-tssssa-ls
needed some relief from

Small game season will open on time
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end of turkey season. Roads closed by barricades and signs are
shown on a map at hunter check
stations. All roads necessary for
cemetery access will remain open.
During spring turkey season,
hunters are eligible for a special
discount camping rate at Piney and
Hillman Ferry Campgrounds.
Each holder of an LBL Hunter Use
Permit will be entitled to $2 off the
standard overnight camping rates
of $8 for nonelectric sites and $9 for
sites with electrical hookup. Each
camping group is eligible for one
discount.
Before hunting, all hunters
should obtain and review the 1987
turkey hunting information sheet
which contains all applicable rules
and regulations. Information
sheets may be obtained at all LBL
welcome stations or by writing or
calling the Fish and Wildlife
Management Unit, Land Between
The Lakes, Golden Pond, Kentucky
42231,(502)924-5602, extension 213.

Indiana provides prime hunting ground

•

•

Turkey Hunter Survey Form and
return it to one of the three check
stations, in person or by mail, no
later than May 14, 1987.
All turkeys bagged must be
checked out and tagged with a permanent game tag before leaving
LBL. A turkey must not be
dismembered before being checked out.
Sharp says information obtained
from the Turkey Hunter Survey
will be used to evaluate harvest
rates and hunter density. The
survey will also indicate what
hunters like or dislike about LBL's
turkey season. "For our survey to
be as representative as possible,
It's important that hunters fill out
the survey form accurately and
completely," Sharp Says.
Hunters participating in last
year's survey suggested that some
roads be closed during the turkey
season. LBL staff evaluated this
idea and plan to close some backcountry roads from April 6 until the

toI

.641 North

753-644111 (44
VVICIAVVVIAAVVIVI
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Lakers advance to semifinals

Goys upset
Illinois in
first round

Stubblefield buries shot,
Hickman County's year

By The Associated Press
In a big surprise in the Midwest
Regional at Indianapolis, Xavier,
Ohio shocked the Big Eight champion Missouri 70-69 while, in the
Southeast at Birmingham, Ala.,
Austin Peay eliminated 14thranked Illinois 68-67.
Tony Ftaye's two free throws
with two seconds left gave Austin
Peay, 20-11 and seeded 14th, the
decision over Illinois, 23-8. The BIM' led 67-66 after Tony Wysinger's basket with 13 seconds to
play. But Ken Norman, who led Illinois with 17 points, fouled Raye
only two seconds from the finish,
and Raye hit both. Darryl Bedford
led the Governors with 24 points.
Even with his shortened Navy
commitment, it could be two more
years before David Robinson
plays another game of basketball.
It may be a lifetime before he
plays one as well as his final collegiate outing.
The 7-foot-i Navy senior wrapped up a magnificent college
career Thursday night by shredding Michigan for 50 points. But
the Big 10 Wolverines, aided by a
more balanced attack, beat the
Midshipmen 97-82 in an NCAA
East Regional basketball game to
set up a second-round game Satur-day against No. 2 North Carolina.
Garde Thompson was brilliant
in scoring 33 points for Michigan,
but his performance was virtually
ignored because of Robinson.
Robinson hit 22 of 37 shots from
the field, including 13 of 25 in the
second half, and collected 13 reLaker guard Chad Stubblefield buries a 20-foot jump shot with two seconds on the clock as Calloway downs
bounds. His scoring total was 11
Hickman, 45-43, in last night's First Region Tournament play.
shy of Austin Carr's record output
against Ohio University in 1970
Staff Pboto by Clay Walker
and the largest since Carr scored
52 against Texas Christian in 1971.

By CLAY WALKER
Sports Editor
Calloway County guards Scott
Nix and Chad Stubblefield stood
beside each other, fielding questions from reporters.
Nix, Calloway's leading scorer,
fielded most of the questions as
Stubblefield stood by quietly,
waiting until an inquiry was
pointed directly at him. His patience in the locker room was as
silent, although not so deadly, as
his patience on the court.
Stubblefield had just stuck a
19-foot base-line jumper to lift
Calloway to a 4543 overtime win
over Hickman County. Nix had
run the offense for the first 2:58 of
the three-minute extra session,
waiting to give Stubblefield the
chance to win the game.
"I knew time was short," Stubblefield said. "But, I felt like it
was a pretty good shot."
Calloway, 21-10, had worked the
ball to Stubblefield with 11 seconds
remaining, but the 5-9 junior passed it up to use some more clock.
Nix handled the ball for most of
the overtime, before working it to
his running mate, who along with
Greg Futrell, made up the threeguard offense coach Jack Pack used to keep the club's composure
despite a strong Falcon
comeback.
Calloway led 27-15 at halftime,
thanks in,part to Hickman's poor
free throw shooting, but the
Falcons, 21-11, battled back to
take a 37-35 lead off a Bruce Lane
jump shot. Lane and teammate
Tommy Barnett led all scorers
with 14 points each.
Kelvin Alexander gave
Hickman a four-point lead at 41-37,

but Stubblefield, who finished with
six points, nailed a jumper, trimming It,) 41-39.
Forward Corey Wells, who led
Calloway with 13 points, nailed a
baseline jump shot folowing a
Futrell steal and the game was
tied again, 41-41.
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Jones 1-2, 0-1, 2, Jeff White 4-8, 0-0,
8, Nix 4-10, 0-2, 8, Futrell 4-6, 0-0, 8,
Armstrong 0-0, 0-0, 0, Stubblefield
3-5, 0-0, 6, Jeremy White 0-2, 0-0, 0,
Wells 6-8, 1-1, 13
HICKMAN COUNTY
Barnett 5-10, 4-4, 14, Yarbro 0-2,
0-0, 0, Alexander 4-9, 3-11, 11,
Weatherspoon 1-2, 0-0, 2, Lane 7-8,
0-0, 14, Jones 0-3, 0-0, 0, Alexander
0-0, 2-3, 2.

Tommy Barnett sank two free
throws with 13 ,seconds left,
however, to put Hickman up 43-41.
The Lakers quickly got the ball
into the hands of Nix, who nailed a
20-foot perimiter jumper with
three seconds remaining, sending
the game into overtime.
Pack was not surprised at the
run the Falcons made in the second half.
"Hickman County has a good
ball club. (coach) Mark Cooper
does a good job," Pack said.
"You're not going to whip people
like that the whole game. We knew
they were going to come after us."
The Hickman coach was surprised, however, at the Calloway
strategy in overtime.
"I didn't think they could hold it
for three minutes," Cooper said.
(Cont'd on page 11)

Graves advances

MOVE
OUT SALE! Eagle forwards overpower Flash
All Units Must Move By March 31, 1987
1987 Dodge 3
/4 Ton Work Truck
360 - Auto Trans
LIST PRICE
Air, Tilt, Extras
DISCOUNT

$14,538
-1,803
$12,735
.1,000*
$11,735

1987 Dodge 1/2 Ton Truck
Power Steering, Air
Bright Red!!!

LIST PRICE

DISCOUNT

$10,843
-1,245

By CLAY WALKER
Sports Editor
Graves County may have had a
shaky start, last night, but there
was nothing unsteady about the
way the Eagles ended Lone Oak's
season, in the fourth quarter.
Graves led the Purple Flash,
27-22 at halftime, but used a hard
pressing defense and inside
strength to power past Lone Oak,
60-47 and improve to 22-7 going into the First Region Tournament's
semi-finals.
Forwards David Spicer and Kip
Ellington poured in 21 points each
for Graves. David Wadlington added 10.
Jeff Garner and Jason Ricks
scored 10 points apiece to lead
Lone Oak, 8-18.
"We started out fairly decent,
but slacked off in the second
quarter," guard Chris Wilson, who
led Graves with four rebounds,
said. "We can't do that against a
team with a lot of talent. You have
to play hard and never let up."
"I was pleased in that we stayed

1986 Dodge Ram Charger

(Cont'd on page 11)

Luxury Pkg, Auto, Air
Tilt, Cruise, Spike Wheels,
Much, Much, More!!!

"Many Others At Similar Values"
- 5.9% - 6.9% or 9.9% APR Financing, Factory Rebate is Reduced to $500.

SPECIAL:
Large Hamburger,
French Fries
& Med. Drink

$219
Special Good March 9-14

T.J.'s
Bar-B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St.
Murray
753-0045
•
I

'

Eagle David Spicer scores two of his 21 points in last night's 60-47 ain
over Lose Oak. Forward Kip Ellington also pumped in 21 as Graveg
County advaaced to meet Calloway in the semifinals, Monday night.
%Oaf Pirmen br Ow, R alter
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Ohio State plans memorials to Woody Hayes
COLUMBUS, Ohio (API —
While some football players at
Ohio State University want to play
the 1967 season in memory of
Woody Hayes, another group of
students has hopes for a more permanent tribute.
Members of the OSU
Undergraduate Student Government said they were organizing a
campaign to have Ohio Stadium
renamed in honor of Hayes.
Hayes, who coached at Ohio
State for 28 years and was the
fifth-winnbigest coach in college
football, died in his sleep early
Thursday after suffering an apparent heart attack, Dr. Robert
Murphy said. Hayes was 74.
"A couple of seniors want to get
together with Coach (Earle)

Bruce and see if we can dedicate
the 1987 season to Coach Hayes,"
linebacker Chris Spielman said
Thursday night in Zanesville,
Ohio, about 50 miles east of Columbus, where he was attending a
benefit dinner for the Zanesville
High School football team.
He said he was stunned when he
first heard that Hayes died.
At Ohio Stadium, hundreds of
people left flowers and other
tokens of respect on the 50-yard
line. The stream of admirers continued into the early-morning
hours.
A private funeral was scheduled
for Saturday, followed by burial of
his cremated remains at Union
Cemetery in Columbus.
But two other memorial ser-

SCOREBOARD
For health
insurance
with oldfashioned
personal
attention,
see me.

Florkia, 21-10, vs. North Carolina State,
20-14, 2:27 p.m.
Wed Virginia. 237. vs. Western Kentucky,
28-3,707 p.m.
Syracuse, 264. vs. Georgia SoI;thern,
2010, 9:37 p.m.
Second Remit
Saturday, March 14
At Clasuriette, N.C.
N. Carolina. 304. vs. Michigan, 20-11
Notre Dame. 23-7, vs. Texas Christian, 244
Ilenday. Mardi 15
At Syracuse, N.Y.
Florida-N.C. State v• Purdue Northeastern winner
West Virgthia.W. Kentucky winner ve.
Syracuse-Georgia Southern winner
———
Seutbesst Legless/
First Ileesd
Tbareday,Ilan& 12
At liermiagbain. Ala.
New Orleans 83. Brigham Young 79
Alabama 88, North Carolina A&T 71
Austin Peay 68, Illinois 67
Providence 60, Alabama-Birmingham 68
Friday, &Carob 13
At Atisata
Clemson, 25-5. vs Southwest Missouri
State. 27-5. 1207 p.m.
Kansas, 23-10. vs. Houston. 18-11, 2:sr p.m_
Georgetown. 211-4, vs. Buc.knell, 22-3, 7:07
P.m.
Kentucky. 18-10. vs. Ohio State, 19-12. 9:37
P.m.
Second Semi,
ballurday, Marc& 14
At Iltrelsgbaut, Ala.
Providence. 22-8, vs. Austin Peay, 20-11
New Orleans, 26-3, vs.. Alabama. 27-4
Smiley, Marna 16
At Atlanta
Georgetown-Bucknell winner vs
Kentucky-Ohio St. winner
Kansas-Houston winner vs. Clemson-SW
Missouri St. winner

Like a good
,, •,.0..7:"...,neighbor,
'
17State Farm is there

I1
7

Stale Fann Mobal automotele Insurance company
Home Office Bloomington Illixas

———
Midwest Begbanal
First Bessd
Thursday, Mardi 12
At Indiesspolis
Xavier, Ohio 70, Missouri 69
Duke 58, Texas AkM 51
Auburn 62. San Diego 61
Indiana 92. Fairfield M
Friday. Merck 13
At Rosemont, Ill.
Temple, 31-3. vs. Southern
19-11, 1:07
p.m.
Georgia Tech, 16-12. vs. Louisiana State,
21-14.3:37 p.m.
" St. John's. 30-8, vs. Wichita.State. 22.10,
807 p.m.
DePaul. 26-2. vs. Louisiana Tech, 22-7.
10:37 p.m
Secant!Boum,
Saturday, Merck 14
At Indissapells
Indiana, 25-4, vs. Auburn, 18-12
Duke, 23-8. vs. Xavier. Ohio. 19-12
Soulay, Merck II
At
—
88.
St. John's-Wichita St. winner vs. DePaulLouisiana Tech winner
Georgia Tech-Louisiana St winner vs.
Temple-Southern U winner
———
West ftegiesal
First Bound
Thursday, Marob 12
At Salt Lake City, Utab
Kansas State 82, Georgia 70. OT
Nevada-Las Vegas 96, Idaho State 70
UCLA 92. Central Michigan 73
Wyoming 64, Virginia 60
Friday, Martian
At lamas. Aria.
Iowa, 27-4. vs. Santa Clara. 18-13. 2:07 p.m
Texas.EI Paso, 244, vu Arizona. 18-11.
4.37 p.m.
Pittsburgh, 24-7. vs. Marist, 20-9, 9:07 p.m.
Oklahoma, 22-9, vs Tulsa, 22-7. 11:41 p.m.
Second Sewed
Saturday, March 14
At Salt Lake(My,Utak
Nevada-Lea Vegas, 34-1, vs. Kansas State.
30-10
Wyoming. 23-9, vs_ UCLA. 26-6
Sanday, Morel 15
Al Tucson, Ariz.
Oklahoma-Tulsa winner vs PittsburghItarist winner
UTEP-Arizona winner vs Iowa-Santa
Clara winner

KEN-UCKY HIGH SCHOOL

BOYS
Regional Playoffs
1st aspen
Celloway Co. 46, Hickman Oo 43 crr
Graves Co. 110. Lone Oak 47
Sad Regime
Livingston Cent. 63, Christian Co. 62
Madisonville 56, Henderson Co. 52
lird Bogies
Apollo 53. Grayson Co. 49
Breckinrldge Co. 113. Central City 80 30T
MI Reese
Washington Co. 63, Hart Co. 53
Fort Knox 67, Marion Co. 39
OM Magian
Campbell Co. 64. Erl. Lloyd 88
Newport Cent. Cath. 62. Coy_ Holmes 56
1110 Bogies
Montgomery Co. 05, Harrison Co. 57
Fleming Cell, Bracken Co. 56
Illib Elegies
Monticello 66. Lincoln Co. 55
Casey Co. 71. Mercer Co. tin
140Swam
Wolfs Co. 104. Whitesburg 82

Hazard 61, June Buchanan 46
GULLS
Segissal Playerb
416 Regis.
IrrankhriMinpion M. Monroe Co. 40
Logan Co. 50, Allen Co.-floottrvW• 47 OT
Mb Bastes
Lou. Southern 89, Lou. Central 36
Lou. Does 86. Lou. Holy Rosary 51
MI Ragas
Lou. Male 62. Jeffersontosm 50
LOU . Ballard 51. Lou. Assumption 50
Ilk Begins
Shelby Co. 44. MAIM East 39(F
1119 Beglesi
Lax. Tates Creek 40, Frankfort 23
Lax. Henry Clay 52. Woodford Co 33
1.319 Regime
Cumberland 61, Corinn 57 CYF
Harlan 60, Bell Co 47
ISM Illagtou
Ashland 50, Rowan Co. 42 (F
UM Raglan
Belfry 67. Johnson Cent. 51 IF u

Larry Krouse Insurance
524 Main
amm..

Lakers...

football.
"Colorful and sometimes even
controversial, he cared deeply
about his players, his team and his
school," Reagan said.
Nixon said Hayes was "widely
known as one of the greatest football coaches of our time, but I
knew him also to be a man who
had a remarkable grasp of history
and of foreign policy. Like all
great men, regardless of profession, Woody Hayes understood the
great forces that moved the
world."
Art Schlichter, the quarterback
during Hayes' last season in 1978,
said: "People like to look only at
his football antics, but when I look
back I look at all he did off the
field: the hospitals, the charitable

Wesleyan meets Norfolk

,

COLLEGE SCORES
East Regional
First Remit
Thursday, March Mt
At Usariette, N.C.
Texas Christian 76, 1Larehall SO
Notre Dam* 84, Middle Tennessee State 71
Michigan 07, Navy 82
North Carolina 11$, Pennsylvania 82
Friday, Mare& U
At Syracuse, N.Y.
Purdue. 34-4. vs. Northeastern, 274, 13:07

vices were scheduled for friends,
colleagues and the public.
A public memorial service was
set for 4 p.m. Tuesday at First
Community Church. OSU athletic
department officials said former
Presidents Richard Nixon and
Gerald Ford plan to attend.
Another service for OSU
students, staff, faculty and the
public was scheduled for 3 p.m.
Wednesday at St. John Arena on
the OSU campus.
Flags around the city were
lowered to half-staff in memory of
Hayes.
Reaction to Hayes' death came
from diverse quarters.
President Reagan, in a statement issued by the White House,
called Hayes a legend in college

OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) — Kentucky Wesleyan has a pledge to
fulfill Saturday when it takes the
floor in the quarterfinals of the
Division II basketball tournament.
A victory over top-ranked Norfolk State would move them into
the Final Four for the 12th time.
They had the same dream last
season but were derailed in a firstround playoff game. Afterward,
the players, coaches and even
trainers signed a pledge that they
would be among the finalists this
year at Springfield, Mass.
The Panthers have won the
NCAA crown four times.
Coach Wayne Chapman refuses
to put any added importance on
the contest with Norfolk State,
now 28-2.
"I don't think you can say one
game is more important than
another at this part of the season,"
said Chapman, whose club is 25-5
and rated ninth nationally.
"They're all the same."
Chapman said the Panthers

have been doing a lot of film work
and will b ready to play Saturday
at Norfolk, Va. Their toughest
obstacle will be 6-foot-1 guard
Ralph Tally, who is averaging 26.9
points per game.
"Everybody is projecting him
as a first round (National Basketball Association) choice," said
Chapman, who once played in the
American Basketball Association.
"We've got to control him and
make him work for everything he
gets; make sure he doesn't get an
easy 27 points — if he gets 27,"
Chapman said.
The Spartans also have a pair of
6-9 players inside, but Chapman
said "we've been smaller than
everybody we played this season.
Our kids are used to facing those
kinds of challenges."
Kentucky Wesleyan has overcome those problems with
pressure defense and an insideoutside scoring attack led by 6-5
Sam Smith, averaging 18.5 points,
and guard John Worth, a 17.3
points per game performer.

Walt Wulliger, a computer
science student in the university's
continuing education program,
said: "He's been gone for 10 years,
but I think he was still an inspira-

tion to the team."
Hayes left behind a 33-year
coaching career that included 238
victories and a .744 winning
percentage.
Two of his teams, in 1964 and
1968, captured Associated Press
national championships. He compiled a record of 238-72-10 overall
and 206-61-10 at Ohio State. He also
coached at Denison University
and Miami of Ohio.
Only Grambling's Eddie Robinson, with 336 victories, Alabama's
Paul "Bear" Bryant, with 323,
Amos Alonzo Stagg, 314, and
Glenn "Pop" Warner, with 313,
won more games

1

Regional tickets
to go on sale
Tickets for the First Region
Tournament go oft sale this
weekend.
Calloway County fans can
purchase their tickets at
Calloway County High School,
Monday,9 a.m.-3 p.m.
Players' and cheerleaders'
parents can buy tickets, Sunday, 1-3 p.m. at Calloway's
gymnasium ticket window.
Faculty and staff of the
Calloway County school system

may purcahse tickets, 8-9 a.m.,
Monday.
Laker fans will be sitting in
section F and G af Racer
Arena.
The game begins at 6:30
p.m., but CCHS athletic director Jim Nix encourages fans to
arrive early, because thearena
will be crowded from the Marshall County-Tilghman game.
Nix also said that it is not
likely any tickets will be
availabel at the door.

ONLY A FEW
DAYS LEFT
for these

Netters shut out UAB SUPER SAVINGS
Murray State's tennis team improved to 7-7 with a 6-0 shut out at
the University of AlabamaBirmingham, yesterday.
Tony Wretlund took hiss No. 1
seed match, 6-0, 6-3, No. 2 seed
Jens Bergrahrn won 6-3, 4-6, 6-4
and John Schneider won at No. 3,
6-7, 6-3, 6-3.
John Brunner won at No. 4, 6-4,

6-4, Paul Austin at No. 5, 6-4, 6-0
and Bard Gunderson at No. 6, 6-4,
4-6, 6-4.
The Racer will play Northeastern Louisiana today. Northeastern has been ranked as one
of the nation's top 25 teams most of
the year and beat Murray 8-1
earlier in the season.

1987
Ford Ranger

Graves County. ..
(Cont'd from page 10)
with what we had to do," Graves
coach Curtis Turley said.
Lone Oak surprised the Eagles
by outrebounding them, 15-14, but
Graves hit 50 percent from the
field and 85.7 percent from the
free-throw line to put an end to any
upset hopes.
While Ellington was pleased
with the win, the 6-4 junior wasn't
happy with his offfensive output.
"I wasn't satisfied with the way

I played," tinngton, who also
blocked three shots, said. "I guess
on defense, I played alright. I
didn't play up to my potential. I
missed some shots inside, but I hit
my free throws and that helps my
team."
Graves County advances to face
Calloway County in Monday's second game. Marshall County and
Tilghman will play at 6:30 p.m.
"There won't be ticket around,"
Spicer said. "It'll be fun."

INTERCOLLEGIATE

RODEO
Sponsored by MSU Rodeo Club

759-9888

Read the want

(Cont'd from page 10)

"You have to give Stubblefield
credit; he nailed it."
While the comeback didn't surprise Pack, his players were
caught somewhat off guard by the
flurry.
"I think that we thought we were
going to blow them out," Nix said.
However, the Lakers were certain of one thing: the only shot
taken in the overtime was going to
fall.
"I knew it was bottom when it
left his hands," Wells, who intercepted a desperatiai pass to
end the game, said. "It felt really
good."
For Hickman, however, the
comeback only led to i seasonending disappointment.
"It would have felt good if it was
our first game of the season,"
Cooper said, "but we're still two
points short and it doesn't
matter."

events. He was a humanitarian
and a giver."
Hayes was fired the day after
the 1978 season for punching Clemson's Charlie Bauman, who intercepted a Schlichter pass in the
final moments of the Gator Bowl.
Clemson won the game 17-15.
On the OSU campq, many
students said their opfriions of
Hayes were based more on legend
than memory.

ads daily
COUPON

1987 Bronco II

1987
F-150
And F-250
Light Trucks

Have you longed to own one of Ford's sharp little
Ranger trucks one of its sporty Bronco Is ..or perhaps
one of its F-Series light trucks?
Well, here's your chance, and at super savings, too'
But, you need to act fast, because this unprecedented
offer ends April 6! Until then, you can get any one
of these fine vehicles at Parker Ford-Lincoln-Mercury
in Murray at an interest rate of 3 9 percent. or you can
take a cash back ranging as much as $6001
And, that's not all! All 1987 light duty Ford trucks
are backed up by a 6-year/6,000-mile powertrain warranty and a 6-year/100.000-mile corrosion warranty
Immediate financing for qualified buyers also is immediately available through Ford Credit Company
This is the best new truck value anywhere, and it's
all at Parker Ford-Lincoln-Mercury in Murray! Come in
and let one of our salesmen — Glenn Card, Carlos
Jones, Nick Ryan, Thomas Jones, Keith Williams. Bill
McCoart or Ron Wright — put you in one of these top
quality vehicles while these super savings are available'

Have you driven a Ford lately?
Oil, Lube &
Filter
S999
with coupon
W,'Il

odd up to 5 qts. of

Movolme

lOW 30 10W 40

and give your cot
o complete checkup
Good on most cars and
light trucks.
ElY APPOINTMENT ONLY
Coll 153 0595

motor oil

Thursday, Friday, Saturday
March 19, 20, & 21

7:30 p.m.
West Kentucky
Expo Center

FORD
MERCURY
LI NCOLN

The Area's
Oldest
Volume Dealer

Parker
Ford-Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main Street

Murray, Ky. 42071

-Amp
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CLASSIFIEDS
1

Legal

1 .Legal

1

2

Legal

COMMISSIONER'S SALE
The Commonwealth of Kentucky. Calloway Circuit Court, Resort
Developers, Inc. Plaintiff, versus William Clements and wife Tommie Clements, Defendant. Case No. 86-CI-299
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the Calloway Circuit
Court rendered at the 2-13 Term thereof 1987, in the above cause, for
the sum of Three Thousand Four Hundred Sixty Dollars and 49 cents
($3,460.49) Dollars, Plus daily interest factor 1.42 per day from the
17th day of April 1986, until paid and its cost therein I shall proceed
to offer for sale at the Court House door in the City of Murray, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on the 16th day of March
1987, at 1 o'clock p.m., or thereabout, upon a credit of cash, day of
sale, the following described property, to-wit:
Lot No. 17 in Hillandale Subdivision, Calloway County, KY, as
shown by a plat of record in Deed Book 156, Page 593, Calloway County
Court Clerk's Office.
Bidders will be prepared to comply promptly with these terms.
Master Commissioner Jean Miller
Circuit Court

mrtirlet'ke...e

2 .Notice

Rent An
,
Oscar
Winner
'for '1
This
Month
ikas
ol
ir
mso
Cheri theatre Lobby

2.Notice
ANTIOLrrsTiow & sale Paducah, Ky's Executive Inn, presented by
McGuire Promotions,
Mar. 14, Sat. 10-8, Mar.
15, Sun. 11-5. Adm. $2.
Free parking. Charles
McGuire, Mgr.
BIBLE studies begin ning March 14th,
Second and Fourth
Saturday nights, 7 P.M.
Materials available.
Lake-Land Apostolic
Church, 402 Sunbury
Circle, Murray. Call
759-1602.

BIG cookies, candies,
balloons and gift items.
My Favorites. 804 Coldwater Rd. 759-1319.
Open Toes-Sat 9:30-5.

RIDE the new breed of
horse at Stokes Tractor
on Industrial Road.
753-1319.

MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT
aty Competitive Rates.
Covers Prescription Drugs
& Excess Doctor Charges
Medicare Won't Pay.

BENNETT & ASSOCIATES
753-7273
Underwrftten by:
Golden Rule Insurance
"A" Rateki (Excellent)

Merrray Ledger & Times
Notice

RiDS! Kids! Kids! MO
Coldwater Rd, 759-4577,
Tues
Sat,
9:30A.M.-4P M. We buy
and sell clothes. New
line of maternity wear.
Childrens sizes 0-10.
Also, we carry nursery
equipment.
PAM'S CAKE -1117-13
the place to order your
cake for that special
someone because we
put that extra effort into
our cakes to make them
special. Try one of our
carrot, German chocolate, Italian cream, or
coconut cakes, plus our
character cakes and
wedding, bridal and
baby showers, and anniversary cakes. All
cakes are made fresh
nothing made ahead
and frozen, so call
759-4492.

2.Notice
SON OR DAUGHTER
AGE 19?

3. Care of Thanks

Unless still
in
School or College
their family group
hospital insurance
may have expired
due to age. Our
most popular Major Medical Policy
offers comprehensive benefits at
reasonable rates
For free information call:

Card
of Thanks
The family of
Linda Sue Emerson would like to
thank everyone for
every kind deed,
thought and prayer
shown to them during the illness and
death of their loved
one.

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

5. Lost and Found

6

FOUND
10 V type
aluminum boat on
Blood River. Call 436
2557.

Are you tired
of a 9-5 job &
boxed into a

6. Help Wanted

-1FIENCED
EX15-1

9 X 5 office with
no place to go?

LIFE/A&H AGENTS.
PPGA and career contracts now available to
represent American
Republic Insurance
Company's outstanding
product line: Major
Medical (100% U&C),
Medicare Supplement
(100% U&C Part B);
Nursing Home; 10 year
.Term; Universal Life;
and SPWL. At Superior
Best's Rating. Top
Commissions. Toll free
WATS Line for Agent
service and support.
Excellent turn-around
on underwriting and
policyholder service.
And much, much more.
Call: 1 800 255 2255,
Ext. 4277.
GOVERNMENT lobs.
$16,040 - $59,230/yr.
Now hiring. Call 805-6876000 Ext. R-8155 for
current federal list.
NEED a lob? 4 openings
now. You may qualify
if: (1)you do not have
GED or your high
school diploma, (2) you
have been out of school
9 months or more, (3)
you are between ages 16
& 21. We are a EOE.
This project is funded
by the Western Ky.
Private Industry
Council JTPA. Call
J.T.P.A. Out Of School
753-9378 between 8:30
12:00 5 days a week.

Well now there is!
Resort on Lake
Barkley is now hiring well dressed &
enthusiastic persons for tour
guides. Call immediately
924-5814 10 a.m.
to 3 p.m. Ask for
Mr. Fulton.

THE Gold Nugget, west
side of square,
Mayfield, Ky. 247-6762.
Diamonds, black hills
gold, 14kt. gold chains"We sell for less!" "We
guarantee it." Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler.
WE'RE serious about
your business at Stokes
Tractor on Industrial
Road 7531319.

IIITTTTITM
JUST litARCHIN6 ThROUGH
ONE uJOULC HAE
BEEN BAP ENOU6H

4

SALES management
trainee. If you are a
hard worker with a
successful work or selfemployment history in
sale/sales management, we have a career
opportunity for you. Be
a part of a successful
sales team, if you have
the qualifications. Excellent benefit program. Sales and management classroom and
OJT. Promotions and
pay increases based on
merit. Excellent earnings opportunity. Excellent advancement
opportunity. Send resume to Marion Pepsi Cola Bottling Company,
P.O. Box 129, Marion,
II. 62959 - Attention:
Paris.
SALES reps needed.
Salary, commission,
monthly car allowance.
Send resume to: P.O.
Box 1040-M, Murray,
Ky. 42071.
SECRETARY and
bookkeeper for local
firm. Prefer lady age 30
to 50. Must be able to fill
out various types of
forms. Write to P.O.
Box 1040-T Murray, Ky.
42071.
TACO John's is now
accepting applications
for management. Excellent pay, good benefits. Apply at Taco
John's across from
MSU stadium. No phone
calls.

can help persons who
qualify as seasonal farmworkers obtain full time
employment. If you have
done farmwork such as
working in tobacco
warehouses, hauling
hay. harvesting crops.
tending cattle, etc., you
might qualify for help. For
further information contact Ginger Bennett at
3rd floor of Calloway
County Courthouse
Wednesday and Thursday, 9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
or telephone 753-0708.

THE FAR SIDE

LOOK WHAT YOU PIP...
YOU VIADE FOOTPRINTS
N AL- -I-4E SANG' TRAPS!

We are looking for
smiling faces who
are willing to work.
If you believe in a
standard of excellence apply in
person between 2 430 p.m. at Arby's
Restaurant.

Kentucky
Farmworker
Programs, Inc.

Alfred R. Duncan
Certified and Appointed By
Calloway County Fiscal Court 12/10/85
For the City
Electricil Inspector #2071-C

Fem 0111442.•

HELP
WANTED
Day shift only.

NOME ASSEMBLY
INCOME. Assemble
products at home. Parttime. Experience unnecessary. Details. Call
813-327-0896, Ext. 613.
WANTED: Registered
dietician for consultant
in long care facility.
Experience required.
Call 502-388-2291 for
appointment.

NOTICE
As of 3/12/1986 when you get
a Bldg. Permit at the City
Hall of Murray if there is any
wiring done you must have it
inspected by a Certified Electrical Inspector.

"tree 104,114 claim service"

6. Help Wanted

Help Wanted

By GARY LARSON

PIP YOU HAVE TO
4ARCH THROUGH EVERY
SAND TRAP ON
THE GOLF COURSE"!

6. Help

Wanted

REPS NEEDED for
business accounts. Fulltime, $80,000 - $80,000.
Part-time, 912,000
$18,000. No selling. Repeat business. Set your
own hours. Training
provided. Call:
1-612-938-6870, M-F,
to 5pm (Central
Standard Time).
RN or LPN position is
available for 3 till 11
shift. Excellent benefits
with every weekend off.
Apply at Care Inn,
Mayfield or call
247-0200. EOE.
Professional Drivers
Rerource
Drivers, Inc.
Is currently looking
for a select few
tractor-trailer drivers
who would like to prosper with a growing
organisation. We offer
exoeinet mileage pay,
bonuses, equipineet
and benefits. Drivers
will be domiciled out
of Cape Girardeau,
Mo.
Our minfinum requirements are: 23
years of age, 2
years
current
verifiable experience,•
good work and driving
record. We also require a company
physical and drug
screen.
Contact Ray or Diana
Resource Drivers,inc.
Call Today!

0

1-800-345-3931
(outside Mo. I
1-800-241-1881 Ext. 294
(in Missouril

9. Situation Wanted
WANTED: Night work
as custodian or watchman. Call 489-2224.
WILL babysit in my
home, prefer newborns.
Phone 759-9404 or 7537975.
WILL break and disc
gardens. Call 753-5463 or
753-0144.

10. Business Opportunity
COUNTRY grocery/
grill, 7 miles South of
Mayfield on U.S. 121.
Call 345-2675 before
6P.M.
11. Instruction
INSTRUCTION

TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILER
LEARN

cEEN

ar4;
de

3- 3

WANTED:

NANCY

Professional
Hairstylist/Cosrnotoiogist
Growing salon- has one
c pening for motivated
:Areer stylist with top
technical abilities, COM munication skills, and basic
business knowledge Prefer
someone not locally trained
suranc
Attractive
e . salariy
n,cehnetailvtne

'141Aata,
cbsr ,
Ljtia.4) t&
!
bit•wrfte

lb/m*4,

F

bonuses, paid vkation, and
sick days after internship.
Eventual managerial posi'ion for team player Looking
!or alternatives?
Apply in person

ETTTITTra
YUCK! 5PINACI-1!

GARFIELP! YOU ATE_
401JR SPINACH!

ALL

o
o
0

Head Quarters
715 South 12th St.

"Now listen - will you please try to control
yourself tonight? ... I don't want to see you
goading some guy into crashing heads with you."

No phone calls All inquiries
sthctiy confidentia!

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
if

ACROSS

COULD I HAVE
A CUP WITH

OUR PING-PONG
BALL IN IT?

SLONINE

41 Article
42 Short sleep
44 Actor Carney
45 Lamprey
47 Scion
49 Stitch
51 Orient
54 Fall behind
56 Obstruct
58 Deface
59 "Six Million
- Man"
62 Corded cloth
64 Exist
65 Fuss
66 Alight
68 Eye
amorously
70 Recent
71 Book of Old
Testament
72 Female deer

1
4
8
11
12
13
14

Brawl
Golf cry
Rodent
Reveal
Paradise
The self
Guido's low
note
15 Speck
17 Newspaper
executive
19 Stitch
21 Openwork
fabric
23 Nahoor
sheep
24 Former
Russian ruler
26 Arid
28 Kind of fabric
31 Born
33 Dine
35 Shelter
36 Latin
conjunction
38 Emitted
vapor
1

2

Answer to Previous Puzzle
GOB
.
A
A T E
A D Dr
ORAAP R IA
O A1
TEN
MP
R
GOOD
ST
GNU
HIS
SA T U
AM A ,S
T A
REGIME NT
'1D -Fl*A-4-7 1 E S
ET
I R A
A'S S
ERIN
[0B.
+ :I
P LANT
[Y E N
S IN GS
lavishly
5 Hypothetical
force
6 Female ruff
7 Finishes
8 Sell to
consumer
9 Time gone by
10 Rocky hill
11 Sculptured

DOWN
1 Evaluates
2 Either
3 Marry
4 Entertained

3

4

5

6

7

8

11

id

14
19

17

21

9

10

13

12UUU
18

UUU

'5
20

24

22
id

25

26

28

29

30

ill

31
TOZZAN„QjOADEREP THE
ACPEA664HATION
OF PR6510ENT
LUA6A OF
BANOAL LA.

ALLIANCE
t .
MAL ION nC,fHq..e..&.CFh'M
lt1141001.

Call Toll Free Anytime
1-8'.'-

34-1203

14. Want to Buy
100 BALES Alfalfa or
Clover hay, delivered.
Call 753-8918 during
business hours.
LIFT chair. Phone 7531802.
TABLE saw, must be
good condition. 753-8277
otpr 5:30P.M.

Want to buy:
Dark fired tobacco base. Call
492-8566 after 5
p.m.
1.5. Articles for Sale

41D

KIIILLI:=1

var. YIN
40 IL Pt111110Ct NtE0110'
()OM, pp
• .0101[1.,
^1•41“
,
J Pon two 1..4-,
• •^4 • Doe

33

34

35

NI

likeness
16 Running
18 Those
holding office
20 Pale
22 Handled
25 Legal matters
27 Sweet potato
29 Meadow
30 Range of
knowledge
32 Greek letter
34 Small
wooden
gadget
36 Abstract
being
37 Hindu
cymbals
39 Bitter vetch
40 River in
Scotland
43 "- Talk"
46 To flee: slang
48 "- Joey"
50 Hospital
sections
52 Valuable fur
53 Woody plant
55 Festive
57 Myself
59 TV's Rather
80 Poem
81 L.A.
footballer
83 Seed
container
67 Japanese
drama
69 Proceed

Ed•
38

42

39

43

i

44.

ill Mill

111

49

50
bill

54

56
Ill

ill

11

86

iia
i
llill 1111

III

72
IIUU

aill
58

ill
lir 111
85

41

IUIU

R D
A 111101
A L E
ED
A
DE AD
PA
A
S'S
T E
ATE
COY
HOE

FOR SALE
Child's pageant
dress size 5. Martha
Minature $60°°.
Call Denise Beane
753-0341
1972 BARACUDA. 7591538 after 5P.M.
ff2 PARTICLE board
$3.00 pc. Mid -South
Wholesale Building; 342
East Washington;
Paris; 901-642-2552.
2 PROM dresses for
sale. One size 11, $75,
and one size 7, MO. Call
753-5651.
FOR Sale: Tobacco
sticks, 8 cents apiece.
Call 436-2270.
THREE chest freezer,
in good condition. 436
2661.
WHIRLPOOL re
frigerator, only $8 per
week. Rudolph
Goodyear -Whirlpool,
753-0595.

16. Home Furnishings
rtrmITXTRIMMIrli
& top $39.95. Mid-South
Wholesale Building; 342
East Washington;
Paris; 901-642-2552.
rLECTRIC range top,
coppertone, $75.
TV/VCR stand, $20.
Antique fireplace mantel, oak ready for
staining, $90. See at 802
N, 20th after 4P.M.
- FOR SALE: Pine bedroom suite
Queen size
bed, (head & foot
board), dresser with
mirror and rtightstand.
Excellent condition,
very reasonable. Calf
492-11566 after 5P.M.
MAGIC Chef stack
washer and dryer, $449
Underwood Appliances.
759-1505

•

/1111116:--
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CLASSIFIEDS
16. Home Furnishings

24

Miscellaneous

24. Miscellaneous

30

Business Rentals
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Miiiray Ledger & Times
32

Apts for Rent

38. Pets-Supplies
49. Used Cars
53 Services Offered
53. Services Offered
imitt
BREAKER box, 200 PRIME
office space for REASONABLY priced 1 BEAUTIFUL
amp, 40 circuit main lease. Utilit
tiny toy 1980 CITATION. 82,000 ATTICS are cool, install
ies fur
bedroom furnished Peek -A Poo puppies,
WILL disk and sow
breaker included, nished.
miles, A/C, standard, ceiling fans before in
Call 753-5870 or apartment. Apply at 219 $85 each.
$99.99. Wallin Hard
901•479-2229. PS, PB, $3290. 753-9371.
stallation costs rise with set aside ground. Call
753-8302.
South 15th Street.
South Fulton.
ware, Downtown Paris,
summer heat. Call 436- 753-8697 or 753-2901.
1981 GRAN Prix
BOXER pups- AKC Loaded, 72,310
WILL do all Types of
Tn.
2868.
miles,
34. Houses for Rent
registered champion $2900. Home-759.1123
plumbing, installation
TUXEDO style rust
BRING your lawn 31. Want to Rent
or BREAKING and disk
/ BEDROOM house bloodlines. Call work-753-0578.
and repairs. All work
mower blade in and we
color couch, $100. Phone
gardens
IN
Call
.
437
Ett5
guaranteed. 10 years
753-4917 after 4P.M.
will sharpen it free with small to ren): Studio or near downtown and 759-4179.
1982 FORD EXP, good 4887 Of 753-0659.
building for band hospital,
experience. Free es•
the purchase of a spark practic
appliances FOR sale: 4 Pit Bun condition. Phone 354 CONTRACTOR • car
WHIRLPOOL heavy
e. Dale, 753-6266, furnished Call
timates
. Phone 492.8899
puppies. Call 492-8533.
plug and a air filter at after
753-6429.
duty washer, only $iS per
pentry, painting. Big or
8187.
2P.M. call I BEDRO
or 753-1308.
Stokes Tractor on In
OM, 2 bath
week. Rudolph
1982 PLYMOUTH Re- small we do it all.
753-2336.
41.
Public Sales
house, 3 miles from
dustrial Road. 753-1319.
Goodyear- Whirlpool,
liant station wagon, Quality work done for MOBILE HOME
WANT to rent: Good town,
753-0595.
white with blue interior. less. Free estimates. Specialist, Repair,
OAK and hickory FOR sale: Sears band corn ground. Phone fruit large..garden and
trees. Call 753-0594.
saw and a woodburning 753-2875
489-2663.
Auto., PS, PB, air
leveling, underpinning,.
firewo
$27.50
od
rick,
or
759-123
3
19. Farm Equipment
4 BEDROOM house on
stove. 753-0035, after
cruise, AM/FM stereo. DRIVEWAYS white roofs, floors, plumbing,
delivered. Call 436-2778.
Sycamore, $175 per
5P.M-153-5690.
52 FERGUSON tracGood condition, $2450. rocked or graveled. wiring, hurricane
month. References,
LARGE, large, large
tor, 14 inch plow, 6 foot PANASONIC P.1(.-7
Also, top soil Call straps. 759-4850.
Call 753-8124.
Want To Lease. deposit
51
and lease rebushhog. Good condi- color video camera with selection of storage
198.4 HONDA DX. Ex- 753 1537.
Sat. 7-12 a.m.
NEED work on your
Dark Fired Tobacco
quired
753-7272
.
buildin
tion. Call 436-2289.
gs in stock for
cellent shape, must sell. FENCE sales at Sears trees? We can beautify
AC power supply and
903 Meadow Lane
Will
pay
immed
'800
iate
per acre
delivery
Call 753-0509 or 759-1543.
now. Call Sears 753 2310 your yard by topping,
carrying case. Good
36. For Rent or Lease
Unique
items,
19114 PLYMOUTH Re- for free estimate for shaping, deadt wooding
condition $425. Call Acree Portable
Call
Irrigation
sales
man
Buildi
ngs, Mayfield,
samples,
45 ACRES of farmland
your needs.
or removing dead or
liant. 4 door, power, air
753-6564.
435-4343 or
for rent or will share
87 pictorial calenEquipment
cruise, AM/FM stereo, FOR most any type diseased trees. For
PATIO stones 2x8x16, Ky. 502-247-7831.
435-4
319
crop. Southwest part of
dars,
new tires, S2995. Call driveway white rock satisfaction call the
grey, red and black, .69 LAWN mower batnovelties,
Hard & soft hose travelcounty. Call after 5P.M
also, any type gravel, proven professionals at
489-2733.
cents each. Patio stones teries, 12 volt, $19.99.
fishing tackle, skate
ing guns. P.T.O. and
435-4383.
1985 FORD Tempo, PS, dirt and sand call Roger Bover's Tree Service•
I2x12, grey or red, $169. WaIli. Hardware, 32. Apts for Rent
board,
kitche
n
engine pumps, new & usitems,
PB, AM FM cassette Hudson, 753-4545 or 753-0338. The competiTop soil or peat humus, Downtowngris, Tn.
1 BEDR
candles,'66 T-Bird &
ed aluminum pipe,
tion knows us you
Chef range, furnis OOM upstairs 37. Livestock-Supplies
stereo, only 15,000 753-6763.
$1.50, 40 lb. bag. Potting MAGI
apartm
hed
ent.
gaskets & slurry equip.
many more items.
PALAMINO gelding, ff
miles,' like new, $6400. GENEWAL Building should too.
soil, $2.39, 413 lb. bag. almond, $229. Under- Water paid. $160
per
Leasing
&
NOTICE formerly
rental
Repair 20 years ex
759-4146.
Coast to Coast Hard- wood Appliances. 759month. Single or married years old, 15.2 H.H.,
available. Call now for
1505.
ware. 753-8604.
'74 MERCURY Comet. perience. Roofing & Joiner Tree Service now
couple only. No pets. 914 gentle, $700. Call 382- 43. Real Estate
our low prices.
PINE bark mulch, MARINE battery 24 Coldwater Rd. Call 753- 2773.
Excellent mechanical painting, indoor & out- Colley's Tree Service,
B EDFORD stone
$1.99. Pine bark series, 85 amp., $32.99. 5980, available March 8th. SIMMENTAL and
condition, $550 or make door. Odd jobs. No job 14 years experience.
Tuckese•
Topping, pruning or
Simbrah bulls. Per- duplex (or 5 bedroom offer. Call after 5P M to small. 474-8057.
nuggets, $2.49. 2 cu. ft. Wallin Hardware, 1 BEDROOM
upstairs formance
house), 30 acres, 753-9391
Irrigation
GET ready for summer stump removal_ Corn
& semen
bags. 40 cents mail in Downtown Paris, Tn.
.
apartment, outside entested. Excellent qual- swimming pool, barn. '81 SKYLARK, runs with a 52" ceiling fan plete tree care. Owner'
302-265-2303
rebate per bag. New! MARTIN reposes, if trance, stove
Also, smoke and meat
and re
ity. $650 &
New! New! Coast to rooms ..$19.99. 12 rooms frigerator
good, tilt, cruise, win- installed for only $75 or Elroy Colley 753-0366
furnished, Ky. 522-8794 up. Cadiz, processing house
.
Coast Hardware. 753- ..$29.99. 18 rooms 1/2 block from
dows
20. Sports Equipment
and air. $900 or buy your own fan and for free estimate.
Located 7 miles, East
hospi..844.99. 24 rooms tal.
have it installed for $25. ODD job specialist,
8604.
best
offer.
437-4391.
No pets. $175 month. 38. Pets-Supplies
94. Call after 4P.M.
BRAND new set of
ceiling
POWER propelled lawn ..$59.99. IA foot tele- 713 Elm. Call 395-4756
'82
GRAN
D
Prix
U. Five years experience. plumbi fans, electrical,
753-6210.
.
Wilson Staffirons 3-PW.
ng, fencing. You
Call
753-246
2
mower, rear bogger, 3 scoping pole .129.99.
(days)
AKC
registe
or
red
loaded.
miniaSerious
inquires
BEDROOM
kOPP
$190. Call 753-8823.
name it, I do it. You
1/2H.P., used 2 sum- Wallin Hardware, ment, applian apart- ture Dachshunds, 7 offers ERUD Realty only. After 5P.M. 753- 753-8823 (nights).
ces,
fura
comple
GOLF clubs, mens RH, mers in
te
range
Downtown Paris, Tn.
GUTTERING by Sears. buy, I install. You
perfect
nished or unfurnished, weeks old. Also, 15' of Real Estate services 4107.
Wilson 1200 GE. 2-PW. tion. $150. Phonecondi- MUST sell- 3
camper trailer, good with
piece $135. Call 753-6429.
75983 MONTE Carlo, 52, Sears continuous gut- break, I fix. Call 436
a
wide
Good condition. $100. 1474.
selecti
on
of
living room suite; 2
ters installed for your 2868 evenings.
condition. 436-2685.
2 BEDROOM
quality homes in the 000 miles, air, tilt, specif
Call 753-5885 after
ications. Call PAINTING= Paper
RUBBER bed-mats for mirrored dressers; '68 ments for rent aparttruise, AM -FM cass
city
&
in
the
at
5:30P.M.
county.
EmAll
41. Public Sales
all makes of pick-up's. Chevrolet pickup; '78 bassy Apartm
ette, asking 84250. 753- Sears 753-2310 for free hanging, commerical or
price
ranges
ents.
.
Call
Phone
LIMITED edition Also, tool
residential, Free esestimate.
boxes for Cutlass. 492-8595 after 753-3530.
753-1222 for courteous, 4545 or 753-6763.
Harrison/ Richardson compa
HAMILTON Cultured timates, References. 25
ct pick-up's. 4P.M.
IMPOR
T
Auto
compet
Salvage
ent
.
1
BEDR
Real
OOM
Estate
apartDucks Unlimited 10 Stokes Tractor
years exper
,
service. We make buy- New and used parts. Marble, tops- sinks- Tremon Farris ience,
ment fully carpeted,
gauge single shot rial Rd. 753-1319 Indust- 25. Busines
759-1987
panels, custom made
s Services
.
Open
Monda
y
ing
throug
&
h
sellin
central
g
heat
Real
shotgun. Never fired.
and air.
vanities. Free Est. 753- ROCKY COLSON Home
SANITIZED play sand, IRA'S - MUTU
Satur
day,
Estate
8A.M.
easy
to
Applia
for
you.
nces
furnished.
$350. 753-6251.
Repair. Roofing, siding,
9400.
$1.99, 50 lb. bag. Lava FUNDS call Joyce AL In Northwood.
6P.M. Phone 474-2325.
1100 Main
No pets.
Noel,
WINCHESTER model rock, $2.99,
INSULATION blown in painting, plumbing,
44. Lots for Sale
1 Cu. ft. bag. Investment Re- 759-4406.
Sat. March 14th
42, 410 pump shot gun, Pea gravel,
by Sears. TVA ap• concrete. Free es•
$1.99, 50 lb. presentative with / BEDROOM
kENTUCKY lake acupstairs
$450. Call 489-2446 bag. Black
proved. Save on those timates. Call 474-2307 or
8:30-4
Trap rock, Twomey Securities, unfurnished apartm
Need
An
Extra
cess lot. 1 acre, 12x60
Car
anytime.
ent.
high heating and cool- 753-6973.
$2.69, 50 lb. bag. Marble Inc. for Free
Cancel
led
if
mobile home, septic and
rains
consulta- No pets. Deposit reFor A Few Days?
ing bills. Call Sears SEWING Machine Rechips, $3.35, 50 lb. bag. tion. Membe
well. Owner finance,
22. Musical
r: NASD quired. 435-4325 after
Antique bed, knickRent From Gene at
753-2310 for free pair. All makes and
Coast to Coast Hard- SIPC 489-2440
816,500. Home-554-8128,
5P.M.
models. Home & In
estimate.
BUNDY flute and a ware. 753-8604.
knacks, household
Dwain Taylor
office-442-3632.
dustrial. Bag closing
Bach Mercedes II SHARP copier for sale. JOYCE Noel Tax Ser- 3 BEDROOM duplex,
LICEN
SED
electri
cian,
items
,
wedding
vice. Reasonable rates. appliances furnished,
LOT 4/5 at Hill-N -Dale,
Chevrolet, Inc.
trumpet both with case, Phone 354-8187.
residential and com- machines. Also scissor
For appointment call central heat and air,
$1500 and take over
dress with hoop
in good condition. 753- USED VCR's startin
mercial. Air condition- sharpening. 40 yrs.
5O1-7
53-26
17
g af 489-2440.
payments. 502-376-2181.
near campus. 753-7947
8288 or 753-9514.
ing. Sales and service. experience. All work
and veil.
$149.95. Phone 753-7670.
NICE wooded lot on
NEED more storag'
e. or 753-5114.
Gas installation and guaranteed. Kenneth
WHIRLPOOL Let
highway 121 North, 6 50. Used Truck
APARTMENT
24. Miscellaneous
us
repair for natural and Barnhill, 753-2674,
s
microwave olden, only buildin custom build a University. Water near
1/2 miles from
furg for you. ComLP. Fred's Repair 753- Stella, Ky.
PAbEANT/Prom 84 per week. Rudolph
Murray. 180x294, asking 1978 JEEP CJ-5, good 7203.
nished. No pets. Phone
SPRING is here. Bring
dress. Aqua, sequined Goodyear- Whirlpool, mercial, farm or re$4,200. 753-1953 days, condition, $2400. 1974,
sidential. Smith's Farm 753-5992.
MEN want to do yard your mowers and tillers
bodice, slightly 753-0595.
750
Honda,
$480.
1968
753-087
0
nights.
LrPLEX; quiet reto Moody's mower repgathered skirt. Size-12. WINDOWS - Wood Supply. 345-2125 days,
Chevy truck, 4 speed, work. Tree trimming,
sidential area near
removal of unwanted air for repair and
Must sell. Also, Prom frame and aluminum 345-2584 nights.
46.
8325.
15
Homes
foot
flat
for
bottom
Sale
University and sertune-up. Pick -,up and
dress. Taffeta and lace, storms; 12x12 straw 26.
V-boat, $95. Phone 759- trees & shrubbery, h4ufTV -Radio
vices. 2-bedroom, ap2 BEDROOM, 1 bath
ing & wood for sale. No delivery. 753-5668.
off shoulder style. Blue, rug; trundle beds; VW
1575.
house on 1 acre lot. 5
job to big or small. Free
MAGNAVOX console pliances. Ideal for reslze-10. Both reasonably car; loveseat
55 Feed and Seed
sleeper; color
miles North of Murray. 1977 CHEVY truck long estimates. References
TV., only $7 per tired persons. $250 a
priced. Call 759-1889.
753-7681.
wheel,
4
speed
transCall 753-2861 after 5P.M.
experie
tl.K.
nce.
week
SEEDS, seed corn,
Call
753
Rudolph month. 753-8096.
-0680mission. After 5P.M.
I BEDROOM, I bath.
or 759-1683.
alfalfa, orchard grass,
Goodyear- Whirlpool, FOR rent: 1 or 2
435-4219
.
bedroom apartments.
FHA approved, carport,
A-1 ENTERPRISES. timothy, clover, garden
753-0595.
brick. 2 miles out,East 1979 COURIER long Natural or LP gas seed, stac dust and
PANASONIC 100 watf Water furnished. Startbed.
Mechani
cally
very installation.
Y sub. Priced in 30's.
stereo component ing at $144. Murray
Gutter re- wheat straw. Carraway
good. Body rough.
Phone 753-0822.
pair or replacement. Farms, Neale Rd 753systems only S7 per Manor Limited. Equal
$1325.
Gem
top for '84
I BEDROOM brick, T
5522
week. Rudolph Housing Opportunity.
Ranger, &I" length, $75. Also, masonary or carCall 753-8668.
bath on 2 1/2 acres
pentry work and chimGoodyear, 753-0595.
See
at
802
N. 20th after ney cleanin
56. Free Column
MUR Cal apts. NorNorthwest of Murray.
g. Call 753
4P.M.
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
thwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR.
Call 753-3297.
0953.
FOUND
- Wire frame
Medical Technologist (ASCP)
1985 NISSAN Sports
NEW 3 bedroom house,
12x52 ATLarrIC with Now renting. Equal
truck. 4x4 King Cab, 5 ALL type masonry glasses. Can be picked Western Baptist Hospital has a position available for
Housin
g
Opport
unity.
with central gas heat
work, block, brick, up at Murray Calloway
12xI8 ad on. 1 or 2
speed, factory chrome
a Medical Technologist MT(ASCP)on the 11-7
and electric air conshift
bedroom, I bath, W/D 759-4984.
wheels, loaded with all concrete, driveways, County Hospital switch
rotating weekends. Competitive salary and good
ONE
bedroom Apartditioning, fireplace in
hook-up, sun deck, 10x20
equipment, brand new sidewalks, patios, house board.
benefits. Contact Debbie Batts, Labdratory Manage
den, 2 baths, living found
screened-in front porch. ment. Located at 1628-C
r,
set
of Goodyear chimneations, new FREE kittens. Calf
Miller
Western Baptist Hospital. 2501 Kentucky Ave.,
dining room, and 2 car Wrangl
Ave. one block
ys or chimney after 5P.M 753-3915
Must see to appreciate,
er
white
letter
from
campus. $120 rent
Paducah, Ky. 42001 502-576-2706.
garage. 1715 Melrose.
repair. 25 years ex$4800. Call 753-4178 after
tires.
Sell
for
bank
loan
and deposit. Call 753Call 753-3903.
E 0.5
Wanted
5P.M.
or best offer. 436-2485 perience. Free es- 57
timates. Call Charles
SPACIOUS 2 bedroom, after 5:30P.
1/x70 WESTON by 3415. After 5 pm
M.
Barnett 753-5476.
1 bath brick home, with '55 WILLIS
Fleetwood. Lots of ex- 753-7123.
Jeep. Motor
WANTED
den on 1 1/2 acres.
tras. 345-2863 after TAKING applications
just rebuilt. New clutch WET BASEMENT? We
Timber all kinds
Appliances and air, like and
make wet basements
for Section 8. Rent
6P.M.
good tires. After
new 20x36 out-building, 5P.M. 759-1641
dry. Work completely
McKnight & Sons Saw
1972, 12x65, 2 BED- Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
.
Sunbed Special
new
well
guaranteed. Call or
in
BR.
New
Apply
ConHillda
le
ROOM, 2 full baths,
Mill
on Poor Farm Rd
'62
RED
Chevy
pick-up
, write Morgan Con
cord area. Call 436-5462.
large living room with Apts., Hardin, Ky.
March-April
needs motor repair. structi
Bus
-753-5005
on
Equa
Co.
Rt.
l
Hous
1,
Box
ing
beamed ceiling. and bar,
$150. 753-3455.
47. Motorcycles
409A, Paducah,
New Wolff Bulbs
Home-753-7528
In Riviera Courts. Opportunity.
'75 INTERNATIONAL 42001 or call 1-44-70 Ky.
1-1982 YAMAHA Exiter
26.
$3650. Phone 753-5405
Cabover. Excellent
5-30 min. '1-1
15-30 min.- 38.50
motorcycles, $525 each. conditi
after 5P.M.
on.
Phone
753Phone 753-7907.
1975, 12x50 OLYMPIC. 1
10-30 mm.- 26.S()
20-30 min.- 46.00
0212.
NARLEY Davidson
bedroom, all electric,
79 CJ-5 JEEP, 3 speed,
1981 Low Rider. 14,000
Mon-tiAt - 3o-S oo
$2600. Call 435-4112.
V-8, good condition.
miles,
1
owner,
many
1
BEDR
OOM, 12x60,
Mon-Thurs-Fri Evening By Appointment
extras, excellent condi- $3500 firm. 753-2523.
built-on addition, cenCUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
79 FORD pick-up PS,
tion.
Phone 759-4063.
tral
gas and air, parSouthSide Shopping Center
-53-1682
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
'HONDA 125-M I PB, auto., air, runs
tially furnished. B-5
wheeler. Excellent good, $1400. Call after
OVER
Coach Estates. Phone
5P.M. 753-9683.
condition, 1550. 435-4218.
20 YEARS
759-4915.
T79
Real nice 3 br. house. Nice Kitchen.
GMC van
EXPERIENCE
NEW doublewides- I
ID WOOD CABINETS X.
Looking for a starter home, or investment
48. Auto Services
customized. 753-2523.
2 car carport - 30' x 30', work
bedroom, 2 bath. Total
RAISED PANEL DOORS •
property? Take a look at this home located
85
NISSAN
pickup
FOREIGN car repair,
ST,
Bach • Oak • Walnut • Cherry
electric under $19,995.
shop.
On
nice
street
Call:
MANTLES
GUNCASE
excelle
• BOOKCASES
nt
conditi
S
•
at 223 L.P. Miller Street. 2-3 bedrooms, 1
on, low
all makes and models.
Volunteer Homes, Inc.,
•
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
13 years experience. mileage, roll bar, tinted
Lake Highway, Paris.
bath, kitchen, dining room. 616,500.
Roberts Realty
•
BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING
Asberry Road, North of windows, moon roof, • CUSTOM
642-446.
Display
Our
COMPETITIVE MIKES Drop Sy IL Soft
753-1651 or night 753-5725
$6300. Call 753-3436,
•
Coldwater. 489-2663.
TRAILER for sale:
Located near beautiful Kentucky Lake, 4
753-5940
• 409 Sunbury Circle
USED tires, all types 436-2682.
14x64 2 bedrooms, like
•
•
•
•
•
•
bedroom home with 24 baths, formal din•
•
OOO
OOOOOOOOOO •
and sizes, $5 and up.
new, 2x6 walls. Call
Rudolph Goodyear 753- 51 . Campers
ing room, breakfast nook, den with
247-8147 or 345-2476.
0595.
1984 SHASTA 28 1/2',
USED mobile homes,
fireplace and entertainment center, deck,
WE do all types of auto air and awning 492 8134
two 14'x80'; one 14'x70';
patio, T.V., dish, ceiling fans, your choice
The
Newe
st and Best Little
mechanic work Call or 492-8377
one 12'x65'. Remodeled,
of 3 types of heating, sitting on 4 acres.
753-0595 for your free
new carpet, sharp.
Car Lot In Town.
estimate and safety 52. Boats -Motors
Volunteer Homes, Inc.,
1625 Hamilton could be just what you need.
check. Rudolph 15 1/2 GLASTRON ski
Lake Highway, Paris.
Goodyear, 753-0595.
642-4466.
boat with 115 HP out
Buy a car and receive FREE tank of
3 bedrooms, 1 bath, living room, kitchen,
gas
board Mercury. Nice
basement has kitchen, living room,
& 2 passes to the movies
49. Used Cars
28. MobiM Homes for Rent
boat. Days 753 9841.
bedroom area, and bath, with private en1964 FORD Ranchero. A nights 436-5373.
1 OR 3 BR, furnished or
trance. Out back Dad will enjoy the 4-car
classic. Good driver, 1 5' CHALLENGER
unfurnished, some new
garage to do his tinkering in. Price at
new transmission. bass boat, 1983 70 HP
furniture, natural gas
Runs, drives and looks Evinrude motor, drive
electric, air con$39,500.
Hwy. 641 North
Donny Winchester & Tommy Mohon Owners
great. Serious inquires on trailer. Trolling mo
ditioned. Shady Oaks
only, $1500 753-6251 tor, depth finder and
4th
753-5209
&
Poplar
.
& Diuguld Drive.
Summer is coming,and the family could be
759-1026
anytime.
batteries $3500
I BEDROOM trailer.
enjoying this 5 bedroom home with swim1971 LINCOLN. Arizona 759-4067.
Water and sewage fur
Murray, KY
ming pool, located at 314 So. lith Street. The
car, excellent condition, 15' STARCRAFT boat,
nished, garden spot. No
PASCHALL CARPET INC.
no rust, low miles. $1500 70HP Mariner motor,
family not that big? Good, rent the upstairs
pets, no children. Call
"PRE-INVENTORY SALE"
753-6000
or best offer. 753-4340.
Star drive-on trailer, 2
492-8348.
and basement, live on the main level.
Sale Starts March 12
1972 BUICK Skylark. 2 depth finders, spider
NICE 2 bedroom trailer
door, hardtop, good rigged, fully carpeted.
in city limits. No pets.
Sale Special:
3 bedroom, den with fireplace. Low utilities.
condition. See at Un- bilge pump, aerated
Call 489-2611.
1 Trailer Heavy Plush & Hi Lo Shag
All appliances stay. Close to school and
iversity Gulf, 5 Points live well, 2 gas tanks
NICE big mobile home
ROOM Size Rugs mia.. whim. Piece)
and battery charge
or call 753-8124.
shopping, much more. Asking in the 20's.
for rent. TV tower,
1973 V.W. Beetle, good system. $3500. Phone
water furnished, cenOnly 43.00 sq. yd.
condition, 8995. 753-9710, 759-9780 after 6P.M.
tral heat and air. Call
Beautiful building site. 5.5 wooded acres
12 ft. Heavy Heavy Plush From 46.50 to 412.95
16' GLASTRON
1500 Canterbury Dr.
492-8348.
close to the lake. Possible owner financing.
sq. yd. Roll prices even less on these styles.
1974 CADKLLAC runabout 100HP John
30. Business Rentals
Eldorado Coupe. Triple son. Call 759-1974 or
12 Ft. Heavy HI Lo Shag (Style Boundl
black, good paint, tires, 753-3108.
See this affordable 3 bedroom close to town.
FFICE rental. 806
ess)
Stain Guard With S Yr. Written Stain
good body and good
Square Feet, 211 South
Low utilities, large lot, and lots of kitchen
mechanically. Serious 53. Services Offered
Warranty $7.95 sq. yd. Cuts.
12th Street. Call 753-1694
cabinets are a few of the features this home
APPLIANCE
inquires only. S1200
until 5P.M., 753-7123
47.50 sq. yd. Roll
has to offer.
SERVICE Kenmore,
753-6251 anytime.
after 5P.M.
1977 FORD-LTD, 2-door, Westinghouse,
2 ft. Printed Ptak Commercial Jute or Action neck
OFFICE space or room
yellow with half brown Whirlpool. 25 years
One year Home Warranty on this very neat
for small business, about
from $4.95 to 65.95 sq. yd.
vinyl
top and brown experience. Parts and
400 sq. ft. $225 month.
12 ft. Heavy Commercial Tweed 43.95 to 46.93 sq. yd.
2 bedroom, newly remodeled home,on nice
vinyl
seats.
Clean inside service. Bobby Hooper,
Water & cable furnished..
shaded lot.
and out, 1 owner, bought Bob's Appliance Ser
Sale Special:
Inquire at Horton Lock
vice, 202 S 5th St
locally, price negotia
Shop, 753-5900. Available
1 Troller of Outside Gress Carpet
Business 753•4872, 436
We. 753-3693 after 6P.M.
- March 1.
lit.. 6 ft., II ft. ad 12 ft. widths
N978 CHEVY 45c4, black 584$ Lore).
$1.00. 47.99, $1.9sem4r$S.95 sq. yd.
with red interior, excel- APPLCLIICE REØAIWMany many colors to choose from
RENTAL
lent condition Call 753 Fictory authorized for
Office Space Available
Toppan. Kelvinator and
13 ft. 11,11.co Shag $3.49 Sq.
0509 or 759 1543.
Approx. 400 sq. ft. ConBrown. Service on gas
Thooemais woe Meesew.O.
yank te Meese teem Ie ttw
1,79 91 OLDS Regency
South 12th et Sycamore
tact: Bruce Thomas,
ImilleRoffoo A yoisomm
Loaded, runs good, good and electric ranges,
TELEPHONE 753.1651
HopkinsvIlle Federal
microwaves, d s
PASCHALL CARPET INC.
condition, $2300. Call
MURRAY. KENTUCKY 42071
Savings Bank. 7th &
hwashers, re
S salter from Mornay, Ky.
•
•41 Sean% berferoam Homil Ky ewe
753-0459
.
Main, Murray. (5021
Ihwyeer. Ts. Opem lOweley Owe $et. $t. 11101-01.0-11111•3
frigera
•
1979 MALIBU Classic, Lovett, tors, etc. Earl
753-7121
Itteteel Newt Bd. I *Os It to II
354-6956 or 753$1500 Call 753 59111
5341.
BATHROOM linen
cabinet $29.95. Mid South Wholesale
Building; 342 East
Washington; Paris; 901642-2552.

V2 SHINGLES (white
only) $12.50 sq. Cash &
carry. Mid -South
Wholesale Building; 342
East Washington;
Paris; 901-642-2552.
4'x8' TREATED lattice
panels $9.95; 8' landscape timbers $2.75.
Mid-South Wholesale
Building; 342 East
Washington; Paris; 901642-2552.

Carport
Sale

YARD
SALE

Yard
Sale

Sat. 8-5
Sun. 1-5

641 North, left
on Flint Church
Road. House
Beside Church.

WESTERN BAPTIST HOSPITAL

dii

Yard
Sale

1 mile North
on Hwy. 121.
Cancel if rain.
Fri & Sat
8-4.

Kut'N Kurl

Otiuttr.s

SPEEDWAY AUTO SALES

Weekend Specials
Garrison
Motor Sales

MARCH SPECIAL:

Check These Prices Out:

1986 Chevy Caprice Classic.
4 door, blue, 32,XXX miles,
'9250.
1985 Buick Regal Coupe.
Blue, 34,XXX miles, '7500.

1985 Olds Cutlass Coupe.
Blue, 28,XXX miles, $7850.

1985 Olds Regency Brougham.
4. door,
32,XXX miles,
$11,500.

EoR Ige

1985 Chevy Celebrity.
4 door, white, 47,XXX miles
'6575.

•
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Jewish Hospital does pancreas transplant
"be

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP ) — A
34-year-old Louisville woman
underwent the state's second pancreas transplant operation at
Jewish Hospital on Thursday, a
spokesman said.
Donna Harman, 34, was in
serious but stable condition after
the 13%-hour surgery, said
spokesman David Fleming.
A Glasgow man who received a
pancreas and a kidney in a dual
operation at Jewish last week had
to have the pancreas removed the
next day because of bleeding
problems.
Dr. Richard Neal Garrison, who
performed both operations, said
although there were no complications during Ms. Hardman's
surgery, the possibility of a problem still exists.
"It's important to continue to
emphasize this is a very complex
surgery and the pancreas is a very
delicate, fragile organ that bruises
easily," Garrison, a University of
Louisville associate professor,
said in a news release.
Ms. Hardman is a former nurse

who has been an insulin-dependent
diabetic since childhood, Fleming
said, and has had many health
complications resulting from
diabetes.
She had a kidney transplant in
1984, which also was performed at

Jewish by Garrison, and has also
had triple bypass surgery, he said.
David Welch, 33, who underwent
the state's first pancreas
transplant, had his condition
upgraded to serious but stable at
Jewish, Fleming said. Welch's

2.,

t

will suffer the same problems.
The pancreas is a 6-inch-long
gland that stretches across the abdominal wall and secretes
substances such as insulin, which
regulates the metabolism of

sugars and the process needed for
the intermediary metabolism of
fats, proteins, and carbohydrates.
The object of the pancreas
transplant is to provide the patient
with an internal source of insulin.

ROPER
OUTDOOR POWER EQUIPMENT

PURCHASE
AREA

641 South
Murray
753-2617

el—1

REAP

2

DEALER

Y

1983 Buick
Century
ohm 4 Dr., P.S., P.S.

FOR ONLY!

the

BENEFITS $57995

Alr, Auto., P.M., P.L.
AM-FM Store°.

Save $220"

Reg. '79995

55,800"
,

5 HP Rear Tine Tiller
With counter-rotating tines

Hearst is making
the biggest buy
of its 100 years
HOUSTON )AP ) — The Hearst
Corp. is making the biggest
newspaper purchase in its
100-year history with a $400 million
acquisition of the Houston Chronicle, the largest daily newspaper in
Texas.
"We're very, very confident in
your management and you,"
Hearst president Frank Bennack
Jr told the newsroom staff after
the sale was announced Thursday.
"You will continue to operate very
much as you do now," he said.
The Houston Endowment Inc., a
non-profit corporation that owned
the newspaper, had to sell it by
1989 because of a tax law change
requiring tax-exempt foundations
to divest themselves of control of
operating companies.
"We're disappointed it had to
happen, but you go on," Richard
J.V. Johnson, who will remain
Chronicle president and publisher,
said at a Thursday night news
conference.

transplanted kidney is functioning
properly, he said.
Fleming said the complications
Welch experienced are common in
pancreatic transplants, and there
is no way to tell ll Ms. Hardman

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, Inc.
1,41.. nit

,sf.•

•Briggs & Stratton engine
•Power reverse
• 12" tines/17" till path
•7-position depth stake
• Adjustable handles
!Safety 5,1;3n/stop
tine control
•2-year lirrute41

HFALTOH

;
i

warranty

3 BR, 1 bath home. This home
would provide you with the best
in city living. Near M.S.U. Priced in the 20's.

Live on main level; rent the
basement. This home provides
you with many alternatives.
Close to Murray State campus.
Call today.

Reduced! Excellent price for
this remodeled 2 BR home.
Conveniently located in the city. Low utilities. $25,500.

ii'opet"nakedd

.. Owner says SELL! This exquisite, like new mobile home
has recently been reduced to
the teens. .Carport, storage
bldg. Sr 1 acre.

Steve Durbin
Teddy Cohoon
Virginia Bolen
Pat Armstrong

Murray Home & Auto

Kim Wilson
Jackie Rushing
Dian Boyd
Joyce Betsworth

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

OPEN SATURDAYS

Phone 'r Plia
753-2571

Acillatae

ri

w*RowAQf stoats

ML,S
Multiple Listing Service

3.9% Fincincing or up to '1,200 Rebate
Ari
—
'1-

ACP"
'1=1:
1
1•
1

11111.1
:
141111.1.1111111
_,......._ 411111

1987 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme Coupe
# 0-7005

1987 Buick Regal Limited Coupe

$ia ciao()

List Price
Purdom Motors
Discount
G.M. Discount
(Rebate)

These are just a two examples
of the many cars we have in stock
that qualify for the
GM financing & GM Rebates.

$1,361°°
$1 200"

OLDSMOBILES
All modles except Firenza & 98 Oulaify

BUICK

# B-7008

All modles except Skyhawk & Electra Qualify

Sale
Price

$

Sale
Price
This is a Limited Time Offer
PONTIAC

13 3940°

93,71600

All Modles Qualify

•

With the Purdom
Motors Discount plus
your choice of 3.9 0.
financing or a G.M.
Rebate. There is no
better time to trade!

r

•

bie
urdom Motors. Inc.
Jim

Wells Purdom, Jr.

•'" T.t4_,4•••
." -

•

m...4

$16,294°°
$1,377°°
1,200N

List Price
Purdom Motors
Discount
G.M. Discount
(Rebate)

Suitor

Jerry Henry

Regina West

Hurry!
While the selection
is good.
Tripp Purdom

)14.6004,4

"Satisfied customers are our main concern f f

OLDSMOBILE — PONTIAC
1300 121 By-Pass

Murray

BUICK

CADILLAC
753-5315

MINIMAL MOTORS CORPORATION

-

•

•

•
•••

